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I. EARLY LINE BROADENING THEORY

''N approaching the subject of line broadening the
~ - original'work of Michelson provides an entree which
utilizes the historical and phenomenological approach
simultaneously. The causes of line broadening advanced
in this author's early work remain as valid today as they
were sixty years ago. So let us therefore utilize this work
as our starting point.

A. The Causes of Line Broadening (18N)

Michelson began his consideration of line broadening
effects by a summarization of the hypotheses which had
been advanced previous to that time to account for
these phenomena, and a verbatim restatement may be
of interest here.

"1. As a consequence of Kirchhoff's law 'the ratio of
brightness of two immediately contiguous portions of a
discontinuous bright-line spectrum constantly de-
creases, if the number of luminous strata is multiplied or
if the coefficient of absorption of the single stratus is
increased, until the value is reached which, for the same
wavelength and the same temperature, corresponds to
the ratio in the continuous spectrum of a body com-
pletely opaque for a given thickness. '"$

"2. The direct modification of the period of the
vibrating atoms in consequence of presence (sic) of the
neighboring molecules.

"3. The exponential diminution in amplitude of the
vibrations due to communication of energy to the sur-

rounding medium or to other causes.
"4. The change in wavelength due to the Doppler

effect of the component of the velocity of the vibrating
atom in the line of sight. "
To these causes Michelson added:

"5. The limitation of the number of regular vibrations

by more or less abrupt changes of phase amplitude
or plane of vibration caused by collisions.

"6. The possible variations in the properties of the
atoms within such narrow limits as to escape detection
by other than spectroscopic observations. ""

Having presented the historical list, let us use it in a
phenomenological consideration of the general line
broadening situation.

~ Now at Special Defense Projects Department, General Elec-
tric Company, Philadelphia, PeI nsylvania.

f References are listed at t.he end of this article.

We consider an emitting atom which we shall proceed
to remove to infinity and reduce the "temperature" to
the point where, classically at least, no translational
motion exists. Now from the classical picture of a
vibrating electron or the simple picture of a pair of
energy levels between which our radiating transition
takes place, we should expect these conditions to yield
a spectral line of a single frequency. We, of course, do
not obtain this result, but, rather, we obtain the familiar
natural line shape which is attributable to Michelson's
Cause 3. We shall not specifically deal with the problem
of natural line shape.

Having observed the behavior of the emitted radia-
tion when the atom is removed from all neighbors, its
translation motion reduced, let us now give the atom a
certain translational velocity. As we are, of course,
aware, the resulting atomic "heat" motion leads to a
line broadening which Rayleigh first demonstrated as
due to the Doppler e6ect, "

in which expression we assume that $«c.
The distribution of the velocities in the line of sight

is given by the Maxwellian distribution as exp[ —PPj
where

tj=m/2h2 (I.2)

In Eq. (I.2) m is the molecular mass, h is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in
degrees Kelvin.

From Eq. (I.i)

P=x'(b, v)'. (I.3)

B. The Doppler Effect in Line Broadening

First, let us define the word "intensity" of emission
(absorption) as the energy emitted (absorbed) per unit
area per unit time. Then, if one makes a plot of fre-
quency vs intensity for this "almost homogeneous"
radiation, one obtains a distribution of intensities over
a small frequency range giving rise to a spectral line of
definite shape. We are desirous of eventually obtaining
the intensity distribution.

We suppose our emitting molecule possessed of a
velocity component $ in. the line of sight of the observer.
Then if the molecule is emitting radiation of wavelength

X, the Doppler effect decrees that our observer will

receive radiation of wavelength ) ', such that
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In Eq. (I.3) X may now be considered as the wave-

length corresponding to the maximum intensity of the
line (line center), and hv as the frequency increment
between the line center and the frequency whose dis-
placement corresponds to the line of sight velocity t.

Thus, if one arbitrarily equates the line center in-
tensity to one, the Doppler eBect alone produces a
distribution of intensities over the spectral line which
may be represented by the expression
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(I.4)
FIG. 1. A physical model for the interruption theory.

Let us define the quantity "half-width" which we
shall designate by the symbol 8 and which we shall
encounter rather frequently throughout our considera-
tions of line shape. Quite simply, this quantity is de6ned
as the width —a frequency measurement —of the spectral
line at an intensity equivalent to one-half the maximum
intensity in the line. In the present case then

2 )kT
ln2 f.

)Em i
These equations are Lord Rayleigh's solution to

Michelson's Point 4 and our explanation of the results
of warming" our atom.

We next bring this emitter in from infinity so that it is
surrounded by other atoms and inquire as to the effect
of these neighbors on the radiation which is emitted.
The answer to this inquiry is furnished by Michelson's
Causes 2 and 5. Indeed these line broadening causes are
quite as valid from the contemporary viewpoint as from
any earlier one.

Cause 2 provides an explanation of the statistical
theory which we shall consider in a good bit more detail
at a later point. For the statistical considerations we

shall Gnd it necessary to proceed from a classical con-
sideration of electron vibrational frequency disturbance
to atomic energy level distortion, but the analogy is

quite precise.
Cause 5 underlies what has variously been called

collision broadening, impact broadening, velocity broad-
ening, and what have you. We shall designate this
phenomenon interruption broadening, the mathematics
of which were originally contributed by Michelson.

C. The Ayylication of the Fourier Analysis
to Line Broadening

In considering the Michelson development, we shall

begin by referring to Fig. 1. The circles in the figure in
question represent the broadening atoms while the
arrow we suppose to be the path of the emitter amongst
this assemblage of broadeners. Now Michelson used a
billiard ball atomic model so that a collision between the
emitter and a broadener will have taken place when the

M(t) = )t J(co)e'"'d(o (I.6a)

which is, of course, the familiar Fourier expansion with
amplitudes given by

J(a&)=~ M(t)e ""'dt=const~~e't"' '&'dt, (I.6b)

where ~0 is the angular frequency of the cut-oG wave
train.

separation of the emitter and broadener centers is equal
to or less than their mean atomic diameter. Let us
suppose that at point "c"on our emitter path such a
collision has just taken place. Then Michelson supposed
that this collision has the following effect.

For all practical purposes we may suppose that the
classical oscillator model of the emitting atom began
emitting at time minus infinity and will continue to do
so until plus in6nlty. The collision which occurred at
"c" has the eGect of rendering the radiation emitted
prior to the collision completely incoherent with the
radiation emitted subsequent to this time. This is the
crux of the argument for it forms the basis for the
Michelson broadening mechanism.

Thus, according to our theory, since a collision has

just been undergone at point "b" (on Fig. 1), radiation
will effectively begin at this point. If v is now the time
which elapses before the next collision, this is also the
time during which radiation continues. Finally the
radiation is terminated at point "c," and we are left
with a wave train of 6nite length c~ where c is, of course,
the velocity of light.

Now we may recall that the functions, e'"' form a
complete orthonormal set, in terms of the members of
which any function may be expanded. Further, each of
these functions represents a wave train of appropriate
frequency and infinite extent. Thus, if we expand our
finite wave train in terms of these functions we are
essentially expressing the finite wave train as a sum of
an in6nite number of wave trains of infinite extension.
In this expansion the amounts of each train which we

take are regulated by the magnitude of the vibrational
amplitude. As a result of all this, we obtain
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The last integral is, quite naturally, carried out over
the intercollision time v, with the result

sin[(r —vp) 7 7J (v) = const
P Pp 7l

(I.7)

If we now suppose the width of the spectral line to be
the separation of the minima to either side of the line
intensity maximum, the width is

1 V xVEo'

l c c
(I.9)

Michelson found that Eq. (1.9) gave an order of
magnitude agreement with experimental data. Some-
what better agreement was achieved by him when he
took the "half-width" as given by Eq. (1.9) and added
it to the half-width Eq. (1.5). As Michelson noted the
problem is not herewith solved, but it will be of interest
to see if ". . . such able contributions. . . recently
. . . justify the prediction that a complete and satis-
factory theory will be forthcoming in the near future. ""

Finally, Point 1 is of no particular interest to us, and
Point 6, although it shrewdly predicts isotopic spectra,
is related to a "pseudobroadening" with which we shall
not concern ourselves.

It seems particularly interesting to note the correct-
ness of the factors which Michelson listed as causing line

broadening, correctness at least from the contemporary
viewpoint.

Certainly of great historical interest is the Lorentz
theory of line broadening which appeared some ten
years after Michelson's considerations. For our pur-

poses, however, sufBce it to say that this theory con-
sidered the mechanics of absorption in obtaining an
interruption type result. "

II. STARX BROADENING

In a study of the line broadening problem that portion
of the work done in the field subsequent to the period
which we have designated "early" attains such volumi-
nous proportion that some subdivision of the problem
must be attempted. We shall divide the field into areas
dependent on the phenomenon involved, at least insofar

f We shall see that the mere application of a random distribution
of intercollision times to this intensity distribution yields the more
familiar Interruption shape.

We now suppose the Fourier components which have
been expressed as Eq. (1.7) to represent the observed
spectral line. Intensity, from the classical viewpoint, is
always associated with the square of the amplitude, so
that Michelson supposed the distribution of intensities
within the line to be given by

srn'[(v —vp) 77
I=const

P—Vp

as this is practicable. Our areas of consideration will
then be: (1) Stark broadening by the electric fields of
the perturbing atoms. (2) Statistical broadening. (3) In-
terruption broadening. (4) Resonance broadening by
like perturbers. (5) Molecular broadening. We shall
take up these sometimes overlapping areas of considera-
tion in the order in which we have enumerated them.

Holtsmark's Stark broadening treatment is ad-
mittedly a statistical one, but the phenomenon with
which his treatment deals is su%.ciently unique and,
perhaps more important, the subsequent treatments of
the phenomenon are suKciently removed from anything
statistical that the assignment of his work to this
section seems the proper one.

In the theoretical treatment of the Stark broadening
there have essentially been three general treatments
each of which remains of importance within its range of
applicability. The 6rst of these is the venerable
Holtsmark classical treatment of the ionic Stark broad-
ening. The second is Spitzer's quantum treatment of the
same problem. The last is the quantum treatment of
Stark broadening by electronic fields. We shall consider
these three theories in precisely this order.

A. The Simple Holtsmark Theory

Following Lorentz's treatment of broadening by
atoms other than the emitter almost fifteen years were
to elapse before another detailed study of the problem
was to be carried out. This study was, of course,
Holtsmark's classical consideration of the broadening by
ionic fields.

As we are presently well aware, the Michelson-Lorentz
theory of line broadening falls far short of explaining the
various shifts which spectral lines may be made to
undergo and the shapes which they may be made to
assume. Now Stark'" himself had suggested that some
forms of line broadening might be due to fields of the
surrounding atoms. Holtsmark"" developed the idea
and carried out the analytical attack which demon-
strated precisely how these 6elds might be responsible
for this broadening. To this attack we now turn our
attention.

We begin by dividing the atoms which surround our
emitter and cause broadening into (1) ions, (2) dipoles,
or (3) quadrupoles and further specify that there will be
only one type of 6eld producer present. A certain spatial
configuration of these surrounding, broadening atoms
will produce a certain electric 6eld at the emitter. Since
all 6eld producers will be of the same type, the only
difference between one electric fieM and another will be

a difference in perturber configuration. This is simply
because the other factor which enters into the field

strength determination, the electrical constants (ionic

charge, dipole moment, quadrupole constant) are just
that, constants. Now the heat motion of these perturbers
will result in various electric 6elds at the emitter which

will occur, of course, with various probabilities. If we
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suppose a random spatial distribution, then the proba-
bility of a particular field strength will be a function of
the spatial conGguration and hence expressible as a
function of the Geld strength itself. Finally a given field
strength will be responsible for a certain Stark splitting
of the emitted spectral line. Since the Geld strength
probability is a function of the Geld strength, the proba-
bility of a Stark splitting appropriate to this field
strength will also be a function of the field strength.
This line of reasoning and the probability expression
obtainable because of it are all very well, but the
mechanics of the broadening remains to be particu-
larized.

We now suppose our spectral line to be split into its
Stark components by a linear Stark effect due to one of
these Gelds of magnitude, say, Fo. We agree that the
distribution of intensities in the split spectral line is
given by I(Fp, i). If our electric field were Fi, we should
obtain a different intensity distribution in the split line,
and so on. The spectral line which we actually consider
is made up of contributions from all these possible
intensity distributions, each distribution weighted by
the probability of occurrence of the electric Geld re-

sponsible for the contribution. Then in order to obtain
the intensity distribution in the Stark broadened line

we must sum over all such distributions weighted by the
probability of the distribution occurrence

Idi = I(F,v)W(F)dF,

where the W(F) are the field strength probability func-
tions which we shall consider later.

The probability expression of Eq. (II.1) we can calcu-
late but the expression for the intensity in the split line

I(F,v) is something else again. The actual expression is
an extremely complicated one within the limits of the
outermost Stark components, but an approximation,
which proves quite satisfactory, does exist. Quite simply
we suppose I(F,v) to be a constant within the limits of
the outermost Stark components and zero outside these
components. A rectangle of height I(F,i) and width
2v —wherein we suppose different F values to yield
different heights and widths but the same area, g=2v .
I(F,i)—then results.

This rectangular assumption wouM appear to require
a little change in our integral limits in Eq. (II.1).Let us
suppose ourselves interested in a frequency v on the Gnal

spectral line. (This must not be confused with what
might be called the initial spectral line, that is, our
rectangle. ) Then only those rectangles will contribute to
the intensity at this frequency for which v ~& v while

rectangles of lesser v will not contribute. Thus, for a
given frequency in the Anal spectral line, we integrate
over all electric Geld strengths greater than the field
strength producing a splitting equal to this frequency.

Equation (II.1) then becomes

g g
W(F)dF=dv W(F)dF, (II.2)

~@~ aF
IdV =dV

~ gI 2vm

where the relation 2v =uF arises from the linear Stark
eGect, and F' is that Geld for which v = v.

In evaluating Eq. (II.2) we must erst evaluate W (F) .

2V'

Xo= Z X Fo= P I' Zo= P Z ~ (II.3)
n=l n=l

We desire the probability that Xo lies between Xo and
Xo+dXp, etc.

I.et the position of the mth broadener be speciGed by
the cr coordinates xl, x2„, . , x,„.Then the X„,Y„,Z„
are functions of.these o. coordinates. It follows that the
Xp, Yo, Zp of Eq. (II.1) are functions of the S'&r coordi-
nates thus introduced, An S'0. dimensional space is next
set up, and to each point in this space there now
corresponds a stipulated field strength. These points will
be distributed in space according to some probability
law, or what amounts to the same thing, some density
function.

The probability that all X'a coordinates lie in the
range I'll, dx2l, ' ' ds N Is

u 1' ' '&7'dpplld~lp' ' 'd~lrd~21 'd&N'a. (II 4)

It should be noted that this coordinate distribution
establishes our electric field strength within a certain
small range.

We integrate Eq. (II.4) over those portions of space
satisfying the requirements Xp between Xp and Xo+dXp,
etc. Subsequently the proper Dirichlet factors are
introduced, and we obtain

W(XpI pZp)dXodFpdZp

1
dXod YodZo dpdgdf p"txo+""o+&x"

gp
' ' 'JJ

X i~' ' ' ~Wi ' wiv~

&N
all space

Xgi(gzxn+oxrn+rxzn)dgii. . .dg ~, (II 5)

The X„, I'„, and Z„are functions of the xl .x
while the Xo, Fo, Zo are constants in all the integrations.

B. Probability of an Electric Field Strength
at the Emitter

Holtsmark" began with the assumption that the
probability of a particular Geld strength Fo is a function
of Fo, and set out to determine this probability.

Let the components of the field strength at 0 due to
the eth perturber be X„, I"„,Z„.The components of Fo
will then be given by
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It should be stipulated now that all the broadening
atoms are considered the same, that is, the Stark
broadening is not treated for the case where, for atoms,
more than one element acts as a broadening agent. In
this event, identical electric field strength components
X„,V„,Z„will be the same functions of x~„, x~„, ~, x „.
It follows from these considerations that for identical
X„, I'„, Z„, m&, m2, , mN will all be equal. As a
consequence the inner integral in Eq. (II.5) can be
broken up into a product of N' identical integrals, each
of which is integrated only over the 0- coordinates of a
single atom. The result is

W(Xo YoZo)

d&d2/df'e "&& '+" 9+r "P~' (II.6a)

where

AN'

In the case of the ion

1 c2 (F-=
(
—

~
=&F.=co&=2.61@&2.

P2s Fok ( Fo)

If we take as the mean separation of two of the particles
2'o(4/3)2r2'o3$=1 where S is, as usual, the particle
density, then this mean particle separation would give
about the same result for a normal field strength,
namely, for Ii'= 2.60N&t. .

The ion result is

W(Fp)dF 9= W(xpY, Z,)4~F, dF,

=—P'dPL1 —0.462P'+0. 1227P'
3'

—0.02325P'+ ] (II 9b)

Equation (II.9b) converges only for small P. For large
P one obtains

dP ' 2555
W(Fp)dFp= —1.496 1+

pf pf
—N'

X " ~l
e*«~+pr+r 'odo:,d2:2 d2:. . (II.6b)

J
all space

14.43 0
+ + +

p3 po/2
(II.9c)$

C3

W(Xp YpZp) =—
3 (c 2+F 2)2

(II.7)

Ke note that c3=4.54pN where p is the dipole moment
of a broadener.

A "Normalfeldstarke" may be defined as

F„=c3=4.54pN

with p then defined as

(II.Sa)

Subsequent to assuming three types of broadeners-
that is to say, (1) ions, (2) dipoles, and (3) quadrupoles—Holtsmark carried out a rather lengthy calculation-
(which we shall not detail) for the field strength proba-
bility functions. The result for the dipole is 4 dP 0730

W(Fp)dFp= — 0.805 1—
~ p7/4 p',

0.328 0.62 i 0.163
+ — + (II 9d)

p$ p3p9/4

for small values of p.
Again P=Fo/F where F =c93.

The plot resulting from Holtsmark's versions of
Eqs. (II.9b) and (II.9c) is given in Fig. 2.

Finally the probability of a field strength Iip is re-
quired for the quadrupole and has been found as

P=Fp/F . (II.Sb) QUADRUPOLE

Now we replace the volume element dxpd VpdZp by
4n Fp dFo and Eq. (II.7) results in

W(Fp)dF 9 42rFp'W(XpYpzp)d——Fp

4 1 Fo' 4 P'dP
dFp —.(II.9a——)—

2/. (1+p')' c ' 2r (1+p')'

Figure 2 furnishes a plot of W(Fp) 2/s P as given by
Eq. (II.9a). After we have obtained W(Fp) for the ion
and the quadrupole, we can consider the significance of
these plots.

4 S Z

Fzo. 2. The field strength probability function for the three cases.
(After Holtsmark. 29)

$ Holtsmark obtained

~,(P )dP
dP

2 350 1+5.106 7.4375+
7rP& P& P3

but a check of the work preceding is sufhcient to show that this is
not correct. Also see Verweizs as reported by Unsold' which is
almost correct.
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C. Line Shape and Half-Widths According to
the Early Stark Theory

When Eq. (II.9a) is substituted into Eq. (II.2), the
result is

4 p" g PdP g 4 1
Idv= di ~

— = dv — (II.10)
pr ~ s aF„(1+P')' 2aF pr (1+P")

in which P'=2(v —vp)/aF„=2hv/aF„, so that

2g aIi „
I(v) =-

pr a'F.'+4(v —vp)'

The half-width of the line can be seen to be

(II.11a)

8= ad „=u4.54Sp, . (II.11b)

The dependence of the line half-width on the electric
dipole moment and the gas density is apparent from
Eq. (II.11b). With which comment we turn our atten-
tion to the ion and the quadrupole.

Equation (II.2) may be rewritten as

2v„=aFQ (II.12)

~" +'(p)dp
Ilv = ls'

aFp p' p
(II.13)

PIG. 3. Spectral line shape as predicted by the Holtsmark Stark
theory. (After Holtsmark. »)

For 0&P &1, Holtsmark obtained

4 4
W (Fo)dF o = P'dP —(1 —2.44—P'

7r 3
+11.25P' —72P'+ j. (II.9e)

Equations (II.9d) and (II.9e) yieM the quadrupole
curve in Fig. 2. Figure 2 tells us that, since the proba-
bility of zero field strength is zero, we must expect some
broadening due to the Stark effect under any conditions.
The maxima of the three curves give us the most
probable field strengths in the three cases, and it may be
noted that the slopes of these probability curves vary.
The positions of the maxima indicate that the ion yields
the greatest relative broadening, the dipole the inter-
mediate, and the quadrupole the least. It should be
recalled, however, that, since p depends on a different
"Normalfeldstarke" Fo in each case, these comparative
considerations cannot be directly carried over to com-
parisons of broadened lines in the three cases.

Equations (II.9) now give the probability W(Fp) for
the existence at a certain time of the field Fo due to one
of three causes, which is to be utilized in Eq. (II.2).

h

I (i
C~ 1 )'lt" (

2

—i/a 0 isa 3/2
Pro. 4. The line shape according to the Spitzer theory for single

encounters as a function of phase shift. (After Spitzer. ")

Holtsmark evaluated Eq. (II.3) graphically for the
cases of the ion and the quadrupole. Figure 3, represents
his results for the intensity distribution for all three
cases. In Fig. 3 the abscissae have been changed for the
three perturbers so that the half-widths coincide, thus
giving a curve shape comparison. The half-intensity P s
for the ion and the quadrupole may be obtained from the
curve as 1.25 and 0.67, respectively. These values of P
yield the half-widths:

Ion: 8= 1.25eF„=3.25'' (II.14a)

D. The Introduction of Finite Molecular
Diameters

It may be recalled that we have essentially considered
the atoms involved in the theory as points, in that,
when the integration was carried out over the atomic
positions in space, no portions of space were excluded on
the basis of previous occupancy. In 1920 Debye" com-

~~
Debye'P obtained approximate expressions for these field

strengths and hence, an idea as to the behavior of the half-widths
as follows: Electric charge is taken as 5)& 10 "g&-cm&-sec ' and the
radius of the molecule as 10 cm. We assume that (a) the ion has
charge 5X10 " g&-cmLsec ', (b) the moment of the dipole is
5&(10 "g&-cm'~ sec ' and (c) the quadrupole constant is 5X10 "
g&-cmv~~-sec '. Since the electric field has the units g&-cm&-sec ',
and since we may assume the field to be the product of either (a),
(b), or (c) and some power of S (molecules-cm '), thus yielding
approximate expressions for the electric field in each of the three
cases. Hence, we obtain for (a) F=~S&, for (b) F=plV, and for
(c) F=8$'~' or 4500 esu, 135 esu, and 4 esu, respectively. Multi-
plicative constants would yield the values obtained by Holtsmark.

Quadrupole: 8= 0.67aF„=5.53aS&A. (II.14b) ~[

Equations (II.14a), (II.14b), and (II.11b) show the
dependence of the half-width on the electrical properties
of the perturbing molecule through p (charge), ii (dipole
moment), or A (quadrupole constant) and also on the
gas density through X.
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mented on this "punktformig" assumption to the eGect
that this was responsible for the infinite value resulting
for second moment of the probability distribution. This
appears to be a reasonable objection; and so Holtsmark
evidently considered it, for in 1924, he attacked the
problem again, "this time with finite diameters assigned
to the atoms under consideration. Gans" had approached
the problem earlier under the assumption of finite
diameters for the emitting atoms, but he had retained
the point assumption for the broadening atoms. As
Holtsmark noted, this would be a good assertion for the
case where ions are the field producers, since we would
normally expect the ions to make up only a small
portion of the total number of atoms present. On the
other hand, these assumptions would not appear to be
valid for the dipole or quadrupole case. Gans further
found a Gaussian distribution for very high field
strengths, ". . . wie zu erwarten war. "

In this development, Holtsmark retained the simpli-

fying assumption which classifies the broadening atoms
as ions, dipoles, or quadrupoles, that is, he again took
only the first term in the series for the potential. Since
these assumptions are predicated on large R (radius), it
is apparent that when the gas density or pressure is
high, E no longer remains large enough to justify them.
How high "high" is, is, of course, a matter for dis-
cussion. tr For these "high" densities the calculations
cannot be carried out, but the 6eld strength distribution
in these cases is assumed Gaussian. Holtsmark thus
limits himself to those gas densities where the first term
in the potential series does give a good approximation of
the electric field.

We begin with Eq. (II.5) rewritten in a slightly
different form.

2FO t." G(s)
W(Fo) = dss sin(Fos), (II.15a)

Q(s)
where

after finite diameters have been assigned the atoms, for
we may' not now allow the center of an atom to be
separated from the center of another atom by less than
this atomic diameter. We let

so that

—~'b8F rs COSX~~n (II.16a)

G(s) = ' daw g Z„
J y i—1

4rl~ld&l t ~2r02d&2
~ I2

X J~ . ")r wx do@ (II.16b)
k~1

where the first integral is carried over the space not
occupied by the other PP 1) atoms a—nd the 0th atom
(emitter). Thus, the first integral is dependent on the
coordinates of the other atoms and must be included
under the integral sign of the second integral, and so on.
This fact obviously does not simplify matters. The
difficulty may be eliminated, however, by selecting a
suitable initial distribution for atoms. This selection
would appear to be justified, since our results should not
depend on the arbitrary initial distribution of the
atoms. As an initial distribution we group all the atoms
together at a point, of arbitrary initial selection but
remaining fixed during the first )V —1 integrations. The
position of the first atom is chosen for this union. After
locating the atoms in this manner, we may move atom
E' about space in the process of the integration, while

keeping the remaining atoms at position one. This
process is carried out for E'—1 of the atoms. Without
belaboring the details of the remainder of the calcula-
tion, let us remark that Holtsmark obtained

G(s) —JI da~ef z($&n+&Yg+rzn) (II.15b) 4 Fo'F', 3F"—Fo'
W(FO) = — — e"~3 1+6

~ (F12+p 2) p&2+p 2
(II.17)

Q(s) = ]/sdo (II.15c)

'tt In a somewhat similar consideration, Spitzer (see infra, this
Chapter) takes as a limit a pressure such that R= 10r, where r, is
the radius of the Bohr orbit.

'I

and where the integration over the angular coordinates
has been carried out.

Now in the computation of 1.(s) and M(s), the
finiteness of the atomic diameters is to be taken into
account. In the earlier computation, it was possible to
transform Eq. (II.5) into Eqs. (II.6), a product of
identical integrals. This was legitimate, due to the
independency of the atoms in that the motion of one
atomic point is not interfered with by the other atomic
points. This integral product is no longer admissible

where F'=4.S4~V&.

The factor in brackets in Eq. (II.17) is identical to
Eq. (II.9a) the probability for the case of point atoms,
while the remaining factors essentially correct it for
finite diameters. Gans had already obtained the cor-
rective factor t. '"which, it may be noted, is independent
of field strength, and thus does not take into account
any field strength changes. As a consequence, this factor
will not inQuence the broadening. We should remember
that Eq. (II.17) breaks down for very large field
strengths, and the Gaussian probability function must
be utilized. Equation (II.17) may be written as

4 q' 3—g'
W(q) =— e "~' 1+5, (11.18)

~ (vP+1)2 1+rj
'
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where
q= Fp/F'

A simple calculation shows the maximum of the
probability curve to fall at p = 1—b, while this maximum
is at g= 1 for the dipole on the uncorrected curve. The
resulting line width is changed by the same percentile
amount.

oo

+dv- I Erf(y)dg
~aF„& „"

4 g
e"~' (2+Sb)+(2+4b)P

+0(g"). (II.19)
s aF„4 (1+g")'

The spectral line given by Eq. (II.19), if we neglect
the O(g") term, will still be symmetrical about the line
center. For small b, and b has been assumed small, the
curve shape as given by Eq. (II.19) is very nearly
identical with the shape given by Eq. (II.10). A good
approximation for values of b up to 0.0020 is

4 g 1+2b 2g (1+2b)aF„
I(v) =- e"" =—e '"

m 2aF (1+q") ~ a'F„'+4(v —vp)'

g (1+2b) (8/2)=—e"~' . (II.20)
(v —vp)'+ (b/2)'

Holtsmark calculated b for four monatomic and four
diatomic gases on the basis of Debye's work" and ob-
tained values of 6 &0.0020 in all but one instance.

F. The Line Shift

We might now, with Holtsmark, consider another form
of broadening which may arise. Suppose the line is not
split to give a band for the field strength P as was
assumed in deriving Eqs. (II.10) and (II.20), but that
it is simply displaced by a frequency Av. Now for a
linear Stark effect the right (or left) side of the W(Fp)
curve is the intensity distribution curve for the broad-
ened spectral line, since the probabilities for a shift of
the line by an amount corresponding to this Geld

strength, and, hence, the relative intensities at those

E. Dipole Line Shape from Reined Stark
Broadening Theory

Although Holtsmark did not work out the line shape
for this corrected case, let us make the short calculation
necessary to obtain an idea of this shape. We shall
utilize Eq. (II.13) and. assume that for g'&~g&g".
Equation (II.18) yields the correct form of W(g) while
for g" &&g ~& ~ Erf(g) yields the correct W(g). We are as-
suming q" very large. Equation (II.13) becomes

4g r" 3
I(r)dv=dve"~' ~l 1+b

(1+v')' (1+v')

frequencies. If 7 is the line shift per unit Geld strength,
we may read the shifts of the line intensity maxima di-
rectly from Fig. 4 as

Av = 1.5yI' „Ion

Dv = 1.0yI'„Dipole

Av =0.657F Quadrupole.

(II.21a)

(II.21b)

(II.21c)

G. The Adiabatic Quantum Broadening Problem

We Grst remark that Epstein" has shown that, when
the problem of the Stark eGect in hydrogen is considered

Thus, this type consideration gives an asymmetrical
spectral line whose maximum intensity has undergone a
frequency shift. Qualitative examples of this shift and
asymmetry had been given by Takamine and Kokubu"
for certain He lines and for many metal lines by
Takamine. "

The Holtsmark Stark broadening theory has its
region of applicability although, it is not, of course, the
complete answer to the problem. Some conclusions as to
applicability were drawn by Holtsmark as a result of his
comparison of theory with experiment.

Two possibilities arose from these comparisons. (1)
The Stark effect, if it is a factor, is not the only factor
which contributes to the broadening of a spectral line.
With this statement there can be little disagreement.
(2) Simultaneous broadening by both ions and dipoles or
quadrupoles occurs and the Gelds produced may be
inhomogeneous ones.

A further comment in deGnition of this inhomogeneity
may be in order. Let us consider, say, an alkali atom in
which we may only be concerned with the spectrum-
producing valence electron. For our purposes here we
can deal either with a Bohr orbit for this electron or
those regions of space where ~do is relatively high for
the electron. Then in order that the fields producing
Stark broadening be homogeneous for this case, these
Gelds must be essentially constant over the region of the
orbit or of high ~do..

We have restricted our gas to low pressure in order
that the results may be valid, and another restriction
has been inferred but not actually stipulated. If a given
Geld Il at time 3 is to broaden a line into one of the
rectangles which have been assumed for the various
values of Il, the Ii must be a constant for a time interval
sufficient to allow the atom to emit under conditions
which will produce this rectangle. The Geld at the
emitter varies due to the motion of the atomic broad-
eners, and this means that an upper limit, which depends
on the lifetime of the upper of the two quantum states
involved in the emission, must be placed on these
atomic velocities, and hence, the gas temperature.

These considerations also demonstrate the necessity
for forbidding the application of this theory to the fields

of neighboring electrons.
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in parabolic coordinates, one obtains

(II.22a)

for the linear Stark e8ect, and

F' )i'tq'

16ti' E e/

&(u4L17rt' —3 (k2 —ki) —9nz'+19j (II.22b)

for the quadratic Stark e&ect.
Spitzer began with three simplifying assumptions:

"(1) the matrix elements of the interaction potential
between states of diferent total quantum number may
be neglected, and. . . the other matrix elements may
be computed on the assumption that the atom is in a
homogeneous field of strength Ze'/r . (2) Each colli-
sion. . . may be assumed isolated from all others.
(3) The mass of the colliding particles may be taken
in6nitely large. "7'

Assumption (1) supposes a homogeneous field F over
the "boundaries" of the atom, or, say, over the electron
orbit. If a field is imposed from "outside" there can be
little objection to this. Now, however, we are supposing
our field to be produced by an ion, and, if the separation
of the hydrogen and the ion r is not large compared to
the average distance of the electron from the hydrogen
nucleus (r,), this approximation surely breaks down.
Thus, some lower limit E. must be set on r, and Spitzer
chooses this limit as R) 10(r,). Now (r,) may have as its
maximum value 3nab2/2 ab is the radius of the first
Bohr orbit—so that E)8.0)&10 ' e' where e is the
total quantum number. The exchange integrals as well

as quadratic Stark effects will be small for these dis-
tances as we may show by Eqs. (II.22).

24m(ki —
km) R'Avg

hv2 E"& rt4$17e' —3(ks—k )'+9m'+19]a'

This is the binary assumption which, together with
the third assumption, will become familiar ones. It is
certainly obvious that the treatment of a two particle
interaction is far simpler than the treatment of a three
or more particle interaction. In addition, it is rather
apparent that at the lower pressures the approximation
should be a reasonable one by virtue of the following.
The highest probability is that the separation of a single

one of the surrounding molecules from the emitter is

sufficiently small to insure that its interaction over-
shadows that of the remaining broadeners. It might be

When km
—ki is set equal to rt/2 and m and 19 are

neglected, the result is

hvi 3R' 27 t'R q'
f
)130.

Avp 4a'N4 16 4(r,))
~4."'=E~(t)4"(t)

Xpb, &"=LEB(t)+kv jllpb j(t)

(II.23a)

(II.23b)
result.

In Eqs. (II.23) t is a parameter, and Ez(t) and Es(t)
are the atomic level energies as perturbed by the linear
Stark egect of the ionic field.

The state growth equations are

Nd=Eg(t)+a(t)+p xa , b(bt)

ikb, = (Ee(t)+hv;}b; (t)+K b; aa (t) (II.24b).
(II.24a)

said that, although Assumption (3) is reasonable for
heavy particles, this will certainly not be true where the
ions are electrons.

In considering the broadening problem we suppose
the change in the potential as adiabatic so that the
quantum state of the system will remain unchanged
during a collision. I et us digress for just a moment on
the subject of adiabatic processes, since we shall en-
counter them continuously in our further consideration
of line broadening theories.

An adiabatic process may be considered as one in
which the entropy of the system —or the degree of
disorder thereof —remains unchanged. Now if the proba-
bility that an atom is in state X has the value unity
before and after the occurrence of some phenomenon
which affects the atom "system, " the degree of disorder
of this system remains unchanged and hence, the
occurrence of the phenomenon constitutes an adiabatic
process. On the other hand, if the probability for state X
is unity at the initiation of the process and changes by
virtue of the occurrence of this process to 0.6 for state
X, 0.3 for state F, and 0.1 for state Z, the degree of
system disorder has changed, and in consequence, a non-
adiabatic process has occurred.

In the present adiabatic case, a two state atom with
an upper state A and a lower state 8 is considered
where Eg and E~, respectively, are the energy of the
two states.

Since the electric field is assumed directed along the s
axis of the emitting hydrogen atom, and since this
electric Geld is radial from the perturber to the emitter—
this, of course, would only be strictly correct for the one
perturber assumed —the coordinate system will rotate
with the passage of the ion so that the s axis is always
directed toward the ion. Adiabaticity requires that this
rotation occur for the following reason. The quantum
number m specifies the projection of the angular mo-
mentum on the electric field of the ion. In order that m

remain constant as required by the adiabatic hypothesis
the atom must rotate with the changing direction of the
ionic field.

We now define K as the atom-field Hamiltonian, g ~ as
the eigenfunction for the upper state (no photons in the
field), and tabb; the function for the lower state (a photon
of frequency v, in the field).

The Schroedinger equations,
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As usual we suppose a(0) = 1 and b, (0)=0 to obtain the
solutions

a(t) = e—l&' exp ——
~l Z~(t')dt' ('11.25a)

b, (t) =—
t

exp —2siv, t——
~ Ea(t')dt'

a~,
~t z

e»"dt' exp 27riv, t'+-
a

~l

PEB(t")—Eg(t")]dt"~. (II.26b)
Jo

By time t= ~ the emitter will certainly be in the
ground state, and a photon of frequency v will be in the
6eld. The intensity distribution in the spectral line is
surely given by

~
b, i„&(~ ) ~

', since this will represent the
probabilities for the appearance of these various fre-
quencies. If we call I'(v) the intensity of the frequency v

there results

A few algebraic manipujations lead to

W(T, ))I(x) = 1+ T'fr'($), (II.27a)
2xx' 7

where

t
+" expLi(PN —T tan 'I)]

(~) = dtt (II.27b)
1+I'

(sea,a)'
I'(v) =

~ e '&'dt' exp 2siv, t'+-
a &,

'
a

t 2

X ) [Ea(t")—Eg (t")ddt" . (II.26)
0

Thus, this value of T should yield the line shape as given
by the statistical theory.

These then are the Spitzer results for the Stark
broadening of a line due to the adiabatic collision of the
emitter with a broadener of a particular velocity and
distance of closest approach. A detailed consideration of
the nonadiabatic case for the first Lyman lines of
hydrogen showed that the breakdown of the adiabatic
hypothesis (for this particular case) necessitated the
replacement of T by 0 where now 0'= 1+T'. We might
remark that there is no particular reason to expect the
same replacement for any other situation since the
problem applies solely to these erst Lyman lines.

The problem which remains consists of the averaging
of Eq. (II.27a) over the requisite distributions of the
optical collision diameter (distance of closest approach)
and the velocity. " Together with the sum over the
various type broadeners these operations result in

1
I+-&

I

2~x y m 4(,

pS

W(p v)T f (P)dp . (II.2g)

W(p, a) is the collision frequency for collisions of
diameter p and velocity v. The introduction of a
Maxwellian velocity distribution and a random collision
diameter distribution leads to an integral whose evalua-
tion requires approximations and graphical evaluations
which we shall not detail. Equation (II.28) may be
rewritten without much difhculty, however, as

4t~q &

I(x)=
2 x' p&x)

CV„(q~„—qa„)&

XP h,)»„(x) (11.29a)

where

xE. vt" qg —q~t'= t"+to, T= (II.27c)
R M'v

p &I/'y2+&

H„(x)= e
—"dg,

0

dP
f.2 (5)— (II.29b)

where q has been defined by Eq. (II.22a). W (T,f) =v/It.
is the number of collisions per second.

From Eq. (II.27a) it is possible to show that for $
small (v large or the density small and hence p large) the
interruption distribution (which we consider in Chapter
IV) holds. It is also possible to demonstrate the appli-
cability of the statistical distribution (which we con-
sider in Chapter III) for $ large (v small or the density
large). Finally, Kq. (II.27a) may be integrated, if rather
laboriously —an operation which we shall not detail.

Figure 4 gives the results of Spitzer's calculations
for several values of Y. x, is nothing more than
(qg qa)PiE' The l—imiting va.lue for T= ~ corresponds,
of course, to zero velocity according to Eq. (II.27c).

(qA qa )l x
P2

(qx —qa )(l )&

2kT Ma+ma
(II.29c)

and E is the broadener density in the collision class m.
The Holtsmark P of our classical Stark considerations

may be obtained by the transformation

W(p)dp=l(x)dxt=lp'W(p)

3 y~ (x)X
(II.30a)

g~m
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LOG p g(p)2

0.0-

1.0-

2.0-
0.0 I.O 2.0

Fxg. 5. The line shape for a single B line component. The solid
line is the Holtsmark result. The dashed lines arise from the simple
interruption theory. (After Spitzer. 80)

where

(II.30b)

These results through Fig. 5 afford a convenient
method of comparing this theory with the interruption
and statistical theories as well as demonstrating the
predictions of the theory itself.

The horizontal lines in the figure represent the inter-

ruption result —the oft-called YVeisskopf result —for
several values of y2. Inner agreement is actually ob-

tained only for p2= 0.047. This is a demonstration of the
error involved in the failure of the simple interruption

theory to include the effect of distant collisions and

nonadiabaticity. Ke mention this fact with no special

emphasis, since we shall go into a much more detailed

consideration of these facets of the interruption theory
in Chapter 4.

One other rather obvious point seems worthy of
mention in connection with Fig. 5. Equation (II.29c)
tells us that p2 is directly proportional to the density,
since it is inversely proportional to the mean molecular

separation. The result is that as the density increases

the theory tends toward the statistical theory, and

conversely, as the pressure decreases, the theory tends

toward the interruption theory. This may be seen

directly from Fig. 5. These are facts which we shall

encounter on several subsequent occasions, but this

seems a particularly simple way to demonstrate these

facts about the two types of theories. One more item of

interest may be garnered from a perusal of the figure in

question. The parameter y2 in addition to being density

dependent, is inversely velocity dependent through /

[see Eq. (II.29c)j.Firstly then, it is rather obvious that
we tend toward the statistical theory with decreasing

velocity —this too we shall later divine from different

considerations.
I~ toto the quantum Stark theory is restricted by the

approximations: (1) linear Stark effect; (2) binary

collisions; (3) broadeners of in6nite mass. These re-

strictions tend in general to restrict the applicability to

low pressures such that R) r, and ionic (as opposed to
electronic) broadeners.

a)
(
x—ia—[g=o

at)

we suppose satisfied by the expansion

(II.31)

+=2 2"~-~(t)4-(r) « "(R)
n h

y exp[ i (Bp"+E„—)t/t't j. (II.32)

The Hamiltonian appearing in Eq. (II.31) may be
written out as

X= X(r)+ X(R)+X'(r,R)+X"(r) (II 33).
where X (r) is the Hamiltoruan of the isolated atom;
X,(R) is the Hamiltonian of the electron in the 6eld of
this atom; X'(r, R) the Hamiltonian of the atom-
electron interaction; and X"(r) the Hamiltonian of the
atom-field interaction. The eigenfunctions of the ex-
pansion Eq. (II.32) are given by

~
X.+ &,"X'«"dR ~P„~=a„y„~ (11.34a)

I,

, p ~x&p ~dr ~&
~ g n& ~ (II34b)

The substitution of Eq. (II.31) into Eq. (II.32) re-
sults in the state growth equation

if&a„~ exp[ —i($~"+E )t/ti)

")' p~"g~"dR
n h

Xexp[—i (Bg"+E„)t/t'tj

+ P P"a„g I q ~"x„.'«"dR
num h

Xexp[—i(h, "+Z„)tP~ (11.35)

Spitzer's and Holtsmark's work on ionic broadening
still appears to leave the field of electronic Stark
broadening rather neglected so that for this area of
consideration we must turn our attention to recent work
of Kivel, Bloom, and Margenau, " and Meyerott and
Margenau. '"

H. The Broadening EGect of Electrons

Perhaps the prime reason for the inability of the
theories which we have thus far considered to deal with
the broadening of spectral lines by electrons is their
implicit assumption of a classical path. When an ex-
pression for the perturbation due to the broadening
particle depends primarily on an emitter-broadener
separation, then a classical path assumption has surely
been made. Now the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
tells us that such an assumption constitutes an ex-
tremely poor approximation when the particles involved
are electrons, so we must look to a completely quantum
treatment of this type broadening.

The familiar time dependent form of the Schroedinger
equation
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wherein we must recall that the electron eigenfunctions
are not orthonormal.

The second term on the right of Eq. (II.35) represents
what Kivel, Bloom, and Margenau (KBM hereafter)
have called the "polarization effect."For the two states
of our atom degenerate or nearly so this term is actually
a polarization term. For such not the case the combina-
tion of these states through this term represents a
quenching eGect. Ke shall consider this in a little more
detail at a later point, but let us now turn our attention
to the subject of this section which is representable by
the first term on the right side of Eq. (II.35).

The first term represents what these authors have
dubbed "universal broadening, "or, perhaps more con-
cisely, it represents the interaction eGect responsible for
this phenomenon. The eGect was termed universal since
it will always be present by virtue of requiring no change
in the atomic state. It represents a radiating atomic
transition during which a change in the interacting
electron energy takes place.

In our sketchy treatment of the mathematics of the
situation we shall begin by neglecting the BC

' in Eq.
(II.35). We thus consider a two state atom whose
transition simply takes place in the field of a broadening
electron. The coefficient uq we take to be associated
with the upper of the two states wherein no photon is in
the radiation field. The coefficient b„~ refers to the
lower of the two atomic states in conjunction with
which a photon of frequency ~„ is in the 6eld. Further
AQ~ ~=8~' —B~' and ~„=~,~, —co. Next we shall
accept the exponential decay quality of az, the proof of
which may be found in Kivel, Bloom, and Margenau.
At any rate, one may then obtain for the line intensity
distribution

4.w

p
2

4;/(e /2a)

FIG. 6, Electron density versus energy. In the region below the
curve the universal broadening effect is negligible compared to the
natural line width. (Kivel, Bloom, and Margenau. '0')

In Eq. (II.37b) the first term in Eii~ arises for the
situation in which energy is not conserved during the
radiation process. The resonance condition,

we suppose to exist. Then, when co„)co the radiation
has received more energy than the atom gave up. It
hasn't received this additional energy from the electron,
however, since the electron too has gained energy. The
effect, resulting from this nonconserva tive phenomenon,
these authors point out, will be small. The second term
in the expression for Rg~ represents energy transfer
which adds up in such a way that conservation can be
claimed. This may be demonstrated as was the 6rst case.

The remainder of our consideration of this treatment
will be just sufficient so that the terms with which we
shall be presented will be defined with a degree of
clarity. To begin with the electron-held interaction may
be written as

(II 36) We may surely write the unperturbed electron func-
&~y (~+.g )2 tions as plane waves

where

YI 2'/hl' R
IU— 1+

~2+~2 ~2+~2
(II.37a)

The introduction of the time development matrix
representation for a(/) and b(t) and a goodly bit of addi-
tional manipulation of an algebraic nature leads to

eg —— exp(ikg R)
QV

where now kq is the electron momentum vector. At the
same time we de6ne a momentum transfer vector
K=4~—kq which enters our considerations through the
electron eigenfunction products arising in the matrix
elements. Also

(II.37b)

and

+AM +
'r + (M f4M) 7 + (~+f1AM)

(II.37c)

& l~'/@ I'(7+vi )/vI~=
~ +(7+'Yv)

(II.38)

One 6nally obtains for the universal broadening line
shape
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PiQ, 7. The collision frequency as a function of velocity according to various of the electron broadening theories.
{After Meyerott and Margenau. 66')

The line width of this distribution is given by

8=2yU 2fSpy, ——(II.39)

where we now must needs de6ne the additional terms;

f= 2SVgo'g/'r=)0'A = 'll (0/tSVg)

In Fig. 6 is given a representation of the region of
applicability of this theory. The curve represents a value
of one tenth for the ratio y~/y, that is, the ratio between
the universal and the natural widths. Below the curve it
does not hold due to certain approximations which were

made in the expansions for the time development
matrices for a(/) and b(t). As we get farther above the

curve (very high densities) a statistical type (static)
theory may be used.

As Meyerott and Margenau have pointed out, Sp may
be approximately written as

S~——4.3(1—e "). (II.40)

The collision frequency (v, =yp) obtainable through
Eq. (II.39) from Eq. (II.40) is plotted in Fig. 7. Also
indicated in this figure are collision frequencies as
obtainable from certain other theories of electron
broadening. First let us consider the Unsold result.

We suppose the frequency perturbation due to the
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atomic charge distribution at r to be

Ace =—U{r).

Then the Weisskopf form of the interruption theory (we
shall consider this in detail in Chapter IV) yields

7,=Eve pp' (II.41)

where pp is the minimum transit distance for perturba-
tions ef'fective in broadening.

The classical result which has been obtained by
Lindholm —and which we shall also consider in Chapter
IV—is

effect of KBM and these other theories should be rather
apparent from the figure in question.

Let us now conclude our study of Stark broadening by
an inclusion of the second term in Eq. (II.35).

As we have remarked, this term results in what these
authors have called "polarization broadening. "The line
shape is of the same form, and when both the polariza-
tion and universal effects are included, one obtains

1(~)"
(&—&0) + ('7+Vv+7~)

where, as for the universal effect,

y,=ge 4mpdp sin'—

and. the phase shifts may be calculated from

(II.42) I"+ IG

p S

G =)"e'"'P (r)f„{r)dr. (II.44b)

wherein we remark that particular atomic states have
been speci6ed. The potentials are those of the atomic
distribution —averaged over angles —that act on the
broadening electron speci6cally

Ug, (r)=- -+1 s-'"
ar

The quantum form of the Lindholm result,

y, =Xv Q 0 )I 1—cos(q( —q(') j, (II.43)

also appears in Fig. 7. Meyerott and Margenau have
used the calculations of Swan and Massey and
Moiseiwitsch in addition to their own for the phase shift
evaluations in this equation.

The comparisons between the universal broadening

8

Y

FIG. 8. Potential curves going with two diRerent electronic states
for consideration in connection with the statistical theory.

KBM have given a comparison of the universal,
polarization, and ionic Stark broadening effects for the
Lyman o, line which we reproduce:

Universal broadening:
Polarization by reorientation

(2p0-+2pa 1):
Quenching (2p0-+1s0):
Polarization by induction

(2p0—+2s0):
Ionic stark broadening:

ypg/y= 0.027
y o/y 0.0013

ys2/y= 2.'I

vsesr~/v =g0.

As concerns ys i, ps 2, yq we note that they all arise from
the second term in Eq. (II.35).The only difference is the
specific OG-diagonal matrix element which is involved.
Depending on what this element is, one can physically
qualify the phenomenon involved as "polarization by
induction, ""polarization by reorientation, "or "quench-
ing. "For example, if we reorient the dipole from m =0 to
vs=i, we obtain the "polarization by reorientation"
eGect,

III. STATISTICAL BROADENING

A. A First Approach

AIly consldelatlon of statlstlcal broadening may pel-
haps best begin with, some mention of the Franck-
Condon' "principle, for if we are to point to any one
concept as fundamental to this type broadening, then it
is to this principle that we must apply ourselves. As one
might suppose, the Franck-Condon principle was first
enunciated by Franck and enlarged and clarified by
Condon. Having startled the reader with this opening
statement, let us consider the principle itself.

In doing so we consider the potential curves of Fig. 8.
Although the principle in question was first advanced in
connection with the constituent atoms in a diatomic
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molecule, our considerations will relate to two free
atoms. The potential curves of the figure we suppose
give the energy, as a function of atomic separation, for
two atomic states. In the form in which we shall utilize
it, this principle hypothesizes that the atomic transition
takes place vertically on the figure, that is, it supposes
the interatomic separation E. to remain unchanged
during this transition.

Jablonski" first utilized this principle in advancing a
qualitative explanation of spectral line broadening.
Now during an electronic transition we suppose (as a
consequence of the Franck-Condon principle) that (1)
the separation and (2) the relative velocity of the
interacting emitter and broadener remain unchanged.
Let us again consider Fig. 8 in detailing the fashion in
which such a pair of assumptions may be expected to
lead to line broadening.

First'of all, the level separation at infinite interatomic
distance corresponds to the frequency of the emitted
radiation in the absence of any broadening perturbations.
Next let us suppose the transition to take place when the
atomic separation is E,. Under these conditions the
level energy separation will be different from the un-

perturbed separation, and radiation of a different fre-
quency will be emitted. From this it follows (and we are
supposing binary collisions for conceptual clarity) that
the line intensity maximum will be shifted to the fre-
quency corresponding to the most probable atomic
separation. Around this maximum will then be distrib-
uted other frequencies —corresponding to other separa-
tions —with the intensity (probability) of these fre-

quencies corresponding to the probabilities for the
various separations requisite for the frequencies. As we

shall later see detailed the type of specf;ral line will

depend on the type of interaction curve.
This process has been described by Oldenberg" "and

Minkowski" as one in which the difference between the
"natural frequency" of the atom and the frequency
observed is made up from the relative velocity of the
two particles involved. To our two potential curves—
which, we remark, must be different in order that any
but one frequency be emitted as a function of separation—there will correspond two diGerent kinetic curves.
Now, although the relative velocity will remain constant
during the transition, it will change (in that it will be
governed by a new kinetic curve) subsequent to the
collision. In this fashion one can create a picture of this
radiation-kinetic energy exchange.

B. Statistical Theory

In a series of papers on the subject Margenau'~" "
has developed the statistical theory from the qualitative
explanation of the last section to the sophisticated,
contemporary theory. 6' In his earlier studies of the

subject, he devoted himself largely to the specific
treatment of the van der Waals broadening, primarily,
it would seem, because he felt this was the explanation

where

U;= ar,—'u(g, ) (III.1)

—1 for /&0 —1 & $;& 1. (III.2)
+1 for. $~&0

of the broadening by foreign gas atoms possessed of no
permanent poles. From our present apparent vantage
point, the Holtsmark theory appears to be simply an
explanation of Stark broadening which we may neatly
categorize and apply at the proper time. At the time it
was written, however, it was meant to be a little more
than this. It was advanced in order —at least so the
author tells us in the original article —to supplant the
earlier Michelson-Lorentz theory which had been found
wanting in general applications. It was found wanting,
as we might suppose, since it requires the possession of a
permanent pole on the part of the broadener. Margenau
essentially advanced the van der Waals force as a
broadening agent quite applicable to such situations
and, at the same time, created the theory which was to
provide the framework within which this broadening
agent could be utilized. Some time later, however, he set
forth the development of the generalized theory which
we shall detail and from which the earlier work may be
obtained.

The broadening we attribute to some sort of forces
which act between the two atoms. Now these forces
give rise to potential curves of the type which we have
discussed in the preceding section. Let us further sup-
pose that the differential energy level distortion due to
these forces is given U=P; U, where U; is the interac-
tion between the emitter and the ith broadener. The
assumption of such additivity of potentials, of course,
supposes that there are no interactions between broad-
eners, an assumption corresponding to the assumption
of point broadeners in the simple Holtsmark Stark
theory. The mathematics of the statistical theory is now
devoted to answering the following question: |A'hat is
the chance that a configuration of broadeners exists such
that a displacement of the spectral line corresponding to
U results) This "chance" is, of course, precisely the
intensity of the displaced frequency in the broadened
line.

In detailing the mathematics of the situation, we
must begin by determining an expression for the po-
tential. Firstly, we suppose this potential to depend on
some inverse power of the emitter-broadener separation
since van der Waals, dipole-dipole, and many other
interactions of a type which we shall wish to investigate
are dependent on such a separation. Primarily in order
that the potential may change sign—this is not to say
that this does not describe the physical situation —we
also introduce a spin interaction u($) such that u(()
disappears in the mean. If the assumption as to u($) is
incorrect, it will lead only to incorrect numerical factors.
All of which leads us to the following choice for the
potential:
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%'e suppose the volume occupied by the entire gas to
be (4/3)IrR'. The distribution of broadeners may be
taken as random*~ so that the probability that the
emitter-broadener separation be r is

Equation (III."Ia) may surely be expanded. according
to the binomial theorem. In the result we allow E to
approach inhnity which converts our binomial expansion
into the infinite MacLaurin series for

(4/3) IrR'

d V r' sin8Ndqdr 3
(=)p(r)dr = r'dr —(III.3a)

V R'

A (s) =exp[—2IrcVB(s)]

so that our Eq. (III.6a) becomes

(111.7c)

Rn(i Of R Spill $
d3

p(&)dr= —=!dr.
E

(m.3b)

The probability that the spectral frequency radiated
by the emitter differs in energy from the unperturbed
frcqllcllcy by Rll Rnlollllt bctwccll U Rncl U+dU Is

+00

W(U) =—
~ exp[—1'~U—2~&&(~)]d~. (III g)

2g Qc

&(~)=2)" (1—cosset)r&dr (III.9a)

Next, Eq. (I».7b) may be integrated over t so that

I(U)dU=g r dr, d$;
3

~ 2R'

where

(III.4)
If we let

(III.9b)

(III.9c)
The integration in Eq. (III.4) is to be carried out over

those portions of space which yield the perturbation in
question. This integration may be extended to one over
all space by an application of the proper Dirichlet factor &=xs(al sl)I" S-"' sin%dr

~0
(III.10)

E(U)dU= t "r, r„dr, dr„d&I d(„2R»
1 (' sin[(kdU)$]

g 1T8dg

3
l t fdP I'

~) g, , g gsT8dg

4.R
all space

(4/3) a'I & 5 '~&' sinFdF=g; (III.11a)

where integration by parts has been utilized and
l'Hospital's rule applied. This application of l'Hospital's
rule results in the restriction of j such that j&~. This is
actually no restriction on the theory, since none of our
interaction laws will require a value of less than ~.

For convenience, let

where
Y=Q U;—U. (III.Sb)

Xdr„dpi d$„ds (III.Sa) so that

2 &(~)=g l~l"' (III.11b)

Now @re have supposed there to be no interactions
between broadeners so that the e product integrals here
are identical, anil we may rewrite Eq. (III.Sa) as

Our probability W{U) is a real adair, and the
utilization of this reality and Eq. (III.11b) in Eq.
(111.8) yields

W(U) =— exp[ —ling;sI'&] cos(sU)ds (III.12)+Oo

W {U)=— e-" A (s)ds
2% QQ

where since the integrand is an even function.
By cvaluR'tlllg Eq. (III.12) fol' 'tllc CRsc U=0 (110

~„(s)= "p(h)dk "p(r)d«xp[Isar —~'I1($)] . (III 6b) shift)

Using no subterfuge whatever, we may rewrite Eq.
(III.6b) as

(III.7R)
h

A „(s)=[1—38(s)/2R']

+l pB
B(s)= dP ' {1 cxpgisar &N(P)])r'dr—. (III.'Ib—)

~0
~* A Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution was found by Margenau

to have little effect.

w(0)= —I
I

— I-
3~ &3) (erg, )1

(m.13)

Margenau demonstrated the interesting result that the
line center intensity decreases as A" ~~'.

If we de6ne a function Ip as'

pep 1'&

«p —
I

—
I cos~g (»»4R)

&0 kx)
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the same sign so that the spin interaction factor in the
potential energy expression is simply equated to unity.
As we have remarked the statistical theory was origi-
nally developed by Margenau in conjunction with a
consideration of these van der Waals forces.

Under these conditions we obtain in place of Eq.
(III.10)

B(s)=2 (1—e"")r'dr

= —i-'o(a~s~)" ) 5»'exp(iF)dS
0

1
=

o [s( ~ g= [s[ (g +2g ) (III.16)
2'00 I 2

pro. 9. Dipole and quadrupole line shapes according to the corresponding to which one obtains
statistical theory. (After Margenau. '~)

then Eq. (III.12) may quite readily be written as

where

(U&

& Vo)

Uo= (Ng;)'".

(III.14b)

(III.14c)

All of which leads us to the departure point of special
cases, and, with Margenau, we shall consider three,
namely, broadening by (1) permanent dipoles, (2)
quadrupoles, and (3) forces which do not change sign.

In the dipole case we have j=3 so that from Eqs.
(III.14c), (III.11), and (III.14a)

00

W(V) =-, ~ exp( —Ng's»s)
p

&& cos(s V+g"s»'N) ds (III.17)

for forces which do not change sign. For the van der
Waals interaction m=6, and Eq. (III.17) may be
evaluated utilizing the g' and g" values obtainable from
Eq. (III.16) with the result

1
I(av) =— expL —

on

N�(2mas)
l]

XcosLs(hv) ',~N(—2n-as) &]ds

Uo = ', vr'Na; Io (x) -=
1+x'

27r+a 4 m'aN'
E' exp ——

(v —vo)& 9 (v —vo)

(III.18)

so that Eq. (III.14b) becomes

W(U) =
m-(V'+ Voo)

or, when we recall that V= &(~o—oo) and the line shift

6=0.82m'alP (III.19a)

which is precisely the result Margenau had originally
obtained for this special case. The half-width of this

(III 13a) distribution is

Vo/fs'~
W(oo) =

(«—~)'+(Vo/&)'
(III.15b)

This is of some interest, since it is the Michelson-
Lorentz or dispersion form of the line shape.

A consideration of Eq. (III.11a) and Eq. (III.14a)
should suSce to justify the statement that numerical
calculations or series expansions are requisite for the
evaluation of the integrals in these equations for other
values of j. Margenau has carried out this numerical
evaluation for the quadrupole case, j=5, and the
resulting curve Io(x)/x is compared to the one for the
dipole case in Fig. 9.

As our third example we consider the van der Waals
force as the broadening agent. In this instance we take

Dv . =(-,om)'aN'. (III.19b)

We have compared the van der Waals distribution
predicted by the theory with an observed line in Fig. 10.
Although the good agreement in the red wing is ap-

Fxo. 10. A comparison of the theoretical prediction of the
statistical theory for the van der Waals forces with an experi-
mental result. (After Margenau. ~6)
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Pro. 11.An example of Margenau's application of the integrable block and triangle function
to the statistical theory. I'After Margenau. 57)

parent, we note the poor agreement between theory and
experiment in the blue wing. Albeit other limits (such as
the low velocity approximation) are imposed on the
theory, one reason for the discrepancies appears worthy
of mention at this point. Were the theory itself com-
pletely free of limiting assumptions, the precise potential
curve for a given broadening situation would have to be
known in order that a precise agreement between the
theoretical results and the observations could be ob-
tained. In general (although one could probably say in
all cases) the potential curve due to the interaction be-
tween emitter and surrounding broadeners is known
with but little accuracy. Thus, an approximate curve
must be used which may be a reasonable assumption but
which cannot be expected to detail the behavior of the
potential energy and from which we can hardly expect to
obtain completely correct broadening answers. Along
this line, Margenau had, in one of his early studies of the
situation, considered a block and triangle approximation
to the interaction potential curves and then numerically
integrated the results of inserting these approximations
into the line shape integrals. As an interesting example
of the method we give a few of his results in Fig. 11.
Particularly in the study of forces by means of line
shapes does it appear that this technique might have
some interesting possibilities.

In treating the molecule Jablonski applied the tech-
nique which had ori;ginally been developed in connection
with molecular electronic-vibration theory, that is to
say, he supposed the (X'+1)-atomic molecular eigen-
function to be a product of one electronic and X' two
atomic eigenfunctions each of these latter is concerned
with the interaction between the emitter and one of its
perturbers. Since such is the case, the probability for the
shift in the emitted radiation frequency will be partially
dependent on the matrix element whose evaluation is
possible through a utilization of these eigenfunctions.
The calculation inferred is one familiar from inelastic
scattering theory.

We now suppose that we know the probability distri-
blltlolls 1 I(XI), P2{xl), ' ' ', I jy(spy) of 'tile qllaIltltles
xl, xl, ~, x~ . Then the problem with which Jablonski
was faced was the determination of the probability
distribution of

X=+ x;

which by the judicious utilization of an inductive proof
he was able to show was

C. The Jablonski Theory

Jablonski felt that a wave mechanical theory of line

broadening shouM be developed and that this develop-
ment might well follow the line of attack utilized by
certain authors in their treatment of molecular rotation-
vibration spectra. To this end Jablonski's paper of
1937"and those which followed'~" were devoted. ff

We begin, with Jablonski, by assuming that our

absorber (emitter) and the E' foreign gas atoms, whose

perturbing inhuence shall be responsible for the broad-

ening of the spectral line, go to make up a very large,
(1P+1)-atomic molecule.

ft One of these articles" was not available to the author. The
material contained in this article, however, is covered by subse-
quent papers which were consulted.

y p'(~) (X)& r(¹m)— —

Let us make the connection between Eq. (III.20) and
the development somewhat more apparent. To begin
with we shall wish that x,=E —E;, that is, this
variable refers to the translational energy separation
between two levels a propos to the two particle system,
consisting of the emitter and the ith broadener.
Jgx I (X)dX gives tile probablllty fol' 'tile slllall llldl-
cated range of the variable for the translational energy
of the 1l)'+1 particles comprising the emitting-broaden-
ing system. As to the terms within the right-hand
integral the 6rst term represents the probability for no
translational energy change in the system; the first
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FIG. 12.A physical model for the calculation of the optical collision
diameter probability.

term within the sum (the second term on the right of the
equation) gives the probability of a binary collision,
that is, of a collision between the emitter and one
broadener; the second term within the sum gives the
probability for an emitter-two-broadener collision, and
so on. The probability distribution in question then
allocates the requisite relative importance to the various

types of collisions and may certainly be of some interest
under certain broadening situations, although it has not
been utilized in any problems. What we now do is
effectively ignore our result, Eq. (III.20), and again
suppose binary collisions. Thus, we content ourselves
with an interest in W&'&(X).

Now the probability that the emitter-broadener sys-
tem in a state e'l shall undergo a transition to a state e"l
is given by

W&'&(X) =W&" (8 —R ")

Q'(p)dp=

2mpdpdr

(4/3)~R'

3
rmaxpdp

E.3

from which when we suppose

3
Q'(p)dp= d(p')&=&Q'(p)dp

282

352
(21+1)dl. (III.23)

4E.2mE

Next the evaluation of 2 „ leads, for Eq. (III.21),
to the result

W&'&(X) = 3r.2

dX
R3-

dr

where, as usual, p is the distance of closest approach of
broadener to emitter.

We turn our attention to Fig. 12 for an evaluation of
Q(p).

In the figure, one half the atoms may be considered as
moving toward (or across) the plane A —A from the left,
while the remainder proceed toward the plane from the
right. The probability under a random probability
assumption, that a collision of optical collision diameter
between p and p+dp occurs is thus the volume of the
tube shell of thickness dp divided by the total volume
available to the broadeners. We suppose the assemblage
to be confined to a sphere of radius E. In consequence

= P Q(l)
S„„' de'

dE„
2

( l&(l&+1)) &

X 1—
i

1—
i

+f'(X,lg). (III.24)
I (f +1))

&m'm"

(I) dl
5 dB„

&max de
Q(l)A „„' dl (III.21)

dE ~

The asymptotic form (f=f&) of W&'&(X) is

W&" (X)=
dXR3--
dr r=r,

(111.23)

wherein we have utilized the relations 5=5R02, S„„"
='5KOA„„", and S ~ " is the matrix element for the
electronic transition. Q(l) is the probability of occur-
rence of a certain f and de'/dE ~ the density of levels in

the upper state. In the case of emission we replace
dg'/dE„by de "/dE„.

We consider probability Q(l) of a particular f value.

Firstly, let us make an appeal to correspondences (on
the assumption of high f values) in order to equate the
classical and quantum angular momenta:

and a corresponding form results for the emission line.
Although it. is from Eq. (III.25) that we shall obtain

the line shape, let us remark the implications of a
complete calculation.

It has been tacitly assumed that there is one interac-
tion curve for the upper electronic state and one for the
lower. This is not generally the case for there may well
be several interaction curves for each electronic state,
and for single encounters we would then have various
W;&'&(X) (see Eq. (III.20) for the various pairs of
curves. Our W&" (X) would then have the form

(2mE&) &p= D(1+1)]'&&&&=&Q(l)dl='Q'(p)dp (III.22) W"&=+ a~W;o&(X). (III.26)
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It should also be apparent that since each A„.„
wollld l3C differen fol' eacll W; (X), eacll A ~~~» wollM
have to comprise a separate calculation for each
W~&" (X). When one considers that we have here dis-
cussed only single encounters, the complexity of the
accurate computation for multiple collisions appears
rather staggering. In general, we do not know one such
pair of curves with any accuracy, however, so we shall
content ourselves with having mentioned the general
case.

In Eq. (III.25) we now suppose the potential function
to depend only on some inverse power of the collision
partner separation —ha&= (1/h)X=K/r, "—so that this
equation becomes

4zlVKwn ( 2o"Dco) '
I(~)=

I 1+
g(a(g) "+3I" 4 SKPT )

Equation (III.27) corresponds to the statistical result
after an approximate fashion in the wings of the line, the
second circumstance restricting the theory to this
region.

The fact that the Jablonski theory simply leads via
another route to the Margenau statistical results renders
its practical value somewhat limited. However, the
worth of the theory appears to lie in the quantum
treatment involved, and, perhaps, some additional re-
sults may be drawn from the theory itself by a slightly
diBerent use of the approximations or the replacement
of certain of them. Foley used certain approximations to
show that his form of the I orentz result could be ob-
tained from the Jablonski theory. This led to a mild
controversy, but the Raw in the theory which we have
just considered lies not so much in the fact that a
judicious utilization of approximations results in some-
one else's theory —this is usually the cas" but in the
necessity for the approximations which must be used to
obtain any results whatever, for these are the limiting
feat, ul cS.

IV. INTERRUPTION BROADENING

A. The Iaterruytion Theory for Zero
CO11181OQ Tin.e

Now we have remarked in Chapter III that the
Holtsmark Stark broadening theory was originally
advanced partly due to the belief on Holtsmark's part
that the Lorentz —and consequently the Michelson-
theories could not be expected to withstand the advent
of the quantum theory. Beginning with Lenz's appeal to
correspondences in 1924,4' however, a large number of
authors have devoted themselves to demonstrating the
incorrectness of such a viewpoint, quite often in no
uncertain terms. We shall give one short consideration
of quantum classical equivalence a bit later, but now we
consider the early work of I enz only in order to extract
from it his major contribution to the development of the
interruption theory.

We have seen the fashion in which Michelson's
utilization of the Fourier transform results in Eq. (I.S)
for the spectral line shape. Let us also remark the
Lorentz utilization of a randoin distribution of electronic
vibrational coordinate and time derivative thereof.
Now our further interruption considerations will consist
to a large extent in developing the Michelson conception
of line broadening. First in this development then is the
Lenz procedure of averaging Eq. (I.S) over the Lorentz
distribution of r. If we let the I of Eq. (I.S) be given byI and consider r as the mean intercollision time, there
then results

~00

f(P)=
J

I (V)8
0

(2/2s 7)=const (IV.1)
(I —I 0)'+ (1/2Irr)'

wherein the exponential function defines the Lorentz
distribution.

This rather familiar line shape equation has as its
half-width

wherein (I) is the relative velocity. The symbol / refers
to the mean free path. In de6ning the symbol p we shall
6nd thc next I'c6ncmcnt ln thc thcol'y arising quit. c
naturally and almost unbidden.

In the Michelson consideration we recall that p is
simply the atomic diameter since the atom was con-
sidered a billiard. ball sort of thing whose diameter occurs
speci6cally in the expression for the free path. This is
admittedly a more strained physical interpretation than
the one subsequently given by Weisskopf. ""

Now surely we can expect, say, the van der Waals
forces between an emitter and a broadencr to exert
some inQuence on the broadening of a spectral line
before the two collision partners are separated by an
atomic diameter, and we must suppose ourselves capable
of de6ning this latter quantity. Weisskopf suggested
that we de6ne p as the "optical collision diameter, " a
quantity which de6nes an atomic collision for purposes
of line broadening and which we now proceed to con-
sider in some detail.

Wc l3cglll l3y consldcrlng tllc quail'tl'ty Q)0 111Eq. (I.|3b).
This quantity, of course, represents the angular vibra-
tional frequency of the spectrum producing valence
electron. In the Michclson treatment it was a constant,
since nothing was present which could change it until
the sudden bang of the billiard ball collision. With the
Weisskopf assumption of action at a distance through
some sort of interaction force, however, this situation is
changed. As a result of this force coo will begin to change
with time (this temporal coordinate is introduced by the
heat motion of the emitter) as soon as the emitter is
within the range of these forces. Now if these forces are,
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say, a function of emitter broadener separation —which
we generally consider them —of the form d (r) then

~t
coo=&so+ A(r)df =too +rl

4 p

(IV.3)

and we remark that C is in angular frequency units, or.

In this section then we have discussed the Lenz-
Keisskopf modifications of the Michelson theory which
resulted in what may be called the simple form of the
interruption theory. This simple theory certainly has
its areas of application which may roughly be described
as low pressures and frequencies near line center. Now
the reasons for such restrictions to the theory may be
rendered quite physically plausible by a reference to
Fig. 1.

In our ruminations of Chapter I we considered points
"b" and "c"as positions at which billiard ball collisions

wherein cop' is the vibrational frequency of the photo-
electron in the absence of any perturbing forces while
the remaining term is the change in the phase of this
vibration due to perturbing inhuence of the collision
partners. Perhaps redundantly, let us note that for
conceptual clarity we are considering binary collisions.
All of which means that the phase of the emitted radia-
tion will change with the approach of the emitter. And
at this point we introduce the crux of the %eisskopf
argument: A collision has been undergone by the
emitter when the phase of the emitted radiation, g, has
changed by unity. This is an admittedly arbitrary
collision definition, but one which has proven quite
satisfactory for certain physical situations and, further,
one which forms one of the bases for the simple form of
the interruption theory.

Having defined an optical collision we now simply
consider the coo of Eq. (I.6b) again a constant between
two such collisions in order to obtain once more Kqs,
(IV.1) and (IV.2) for the line shape and half-width. The
optical collision diameter which we shall now evaluate
from our definition of an optical collision has been
changed by this new collision definition. As an example,
let us determine the optical collision diameter for use in
Eq. (IV.2) for the case of van der Waals forces. For this
case h(r) =C/r' in Eq. (IV.3). If we now let x=(())f/p,
we may then write

p+00 C p+ dx

((())'P+p')' p'(v) ~ (x'+1)'
C t3m)

p'(()) (, 8 I

and vrherein we see that from our definition of a collision,
the closest approach occurs at t= 0, from which

(3n-C) '('

L.S(()) )

B. The Inclusion of Various Phase Shifts

Let us begin by rewriting Eq. (I.6b) with the help of
Eq. (IV.3) as

+00

J(~)— t e(2w(v vo) t+(y(oe7)—

from which we may obtain for the spectral line shape:

1(v) =
I z(~) I'

+00

~
e s2m (v—vp) ( t"—t')+i[g(t")—rt( t')]d]~g]~~

~
+00

~ i2 m ( v—vp) td] g s[n(t+t') —q(t')1d]' (IV.4)

occurred. Now we simply consider these locations as
defining the optical collisions of this section. The re-
mainder of our earlier description of the figure is pre-
cisely the same. Now then, it is apparent that such a
physical picture of the optical collision process is
possessed of the following flaws: (1) It neglects the
effects of distant collisions. In this connection let us
consider the "A" broadeners. They will actually have
some effect on the resulting spectral line, but, since they
are too far removed from the emitter path to cause
phase shifts as great as unity, their presence is neglected
by the theory. (2) The effect of close collisions is also
neglected. At point "c"the emitter is at such a distance
from the "8"broadener that the phase has changed by
unity. As a result we declare a collision to have occurred
and cut oG the wave train. Thus, we neglect the effect of
greater phase changes. This second neglect is essentially
the same as neglecting the time of collision. A further
consideration of the physical situation suKces to demon-
strate that (1) limits our application of the theory to
relatively low pressures while (2) restricts the applica-
tion in the line wing. This second restriction arises since
surely we may expect the large frequency perturbations
of the line wing to arise as a result of phase shifts greater
than unity. Although, as we have remarked, there is a
definite region of applicability of this theory, there are
refinements which result in theories of more compre-
hensive application. The first and perhaps most obvious
of these is the inclusion of the time of collision. Such an
inclusion was erst attempted by Lenz4' in an effort to
obtain an interruption theory which would allow for the
shifts and asymmetries often observed in spectral lines
and totally unprovided for in this simple theory. He
did, indeed, achieve his end, but, unfortunately at the
expense of applicability, for his result was even more
restricted than those which we have already considered.
Lindholm" showed that these shifts and asymmetries
may be obtained from the interruption theory without
considering the time of collision. Actually, he eliminated
approximation (1) rather than approximation (2) as we
shall see.
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We now consider the integral over dt' in Eq. (IV.4).
It was Lenz who developed the ingenious method of
evaluation which we shall presently detail: Lindholm
later utilized it, and Foley" appears to have named it.
At any rate the Lenz idea may be described as follows.

If we suppose a random distribution in time, then the
integral in t' has the look of a time average, specifically,
the time average of the exponential. Now let us recall
Boltzmann's ergodic hypothesis. A consideration of this
hypothesis in connection with the average in question
suKces to demonstrate the equality of this time average
and a statistical average of the exponential. Quite
simply then we evaluate this integral by determining the
statistical average of the exponential. We will surely
agree it legitimate to equate the average to exp[ —A (t)
+iB(t)]. Since I(v) and g(t) are real, we require
.4(—t) =A(t) and B(—t) = —B(t) so that

I(v) = ~ g "(') cos[2tr(v —vo)t+B(t)]dt. (IV.5)
Jp

Equation (IV.8) becomes

(gi[p(t+t') p—(t')])

t
= exp —[tr,e'o +g be'pb+tr. g'p'j . (IV.9)

Utilizing Eq. (IV.9) in Eq. (IV.4) we obtain

1(v) —([t I &2rt(v —vp)

Xexp —[P tr;(cosg;+i sing;) —g.j dt

t=)"exp ——P[g—g; cosg;j
ro'

)&cos —P a; sing;+2tr(v —vo) dt (IV.10)

Next it is assumed that but three diferent phase
changes occur on collision. ff These we shall designate as

q„gb, g.. This in turn would mean that three different
"diGerential collision cross sections, "0; occur.

The total cross section is g = g +g b+a„and the mean
time between collisions is 7-. The probability that n
collisions of type a corresponding to a phase shift p,
(tb collisions), tent f) collisions, and t c collisions will occur in
time t is

(&b) (harp'] 1 (t &
"

0's
A=t P —[g —g. , cosg;]=et (IV.11a)

Og
B=t P —sing, =Pt,

0 7'
(IV.11b)

where we have taken the real part of exp(i sing;) since
the intensity is a real quantity. Thus, from Eqs. (IV.S)
and (IV.10) there results

Further, our exponential may be evaluated as

g(t+t') —g(t') =2[go(t+t') —gb(t') j
=ng, +rttgb+lg, . (IV.7)

(g,) "(orb) [to,) '

~=om=o i=o&g j &g ) [, g )
n+ +l

&
—tl (t[ettt+pm ho+at]p) (IV g)

rt!ttt!l! ) rl

Since

(~,te'~
p 1

P )
—=exp.=o( gr ipt!

cr it
e' 1",etc.

07

ff A's we shall see, we could initially assume some other number
and later extend the number of allowed phase changes as desired.

In this case then the mean value of e"&&'+" &&"'

which Lindholm assumed equal to the second integral in
Eq. (IV.4) is given by

(gi[p(t+t') —p(t')])

J(v) =
J

8 cos{[2or(v vo)+p jt) dt
p

const

p
-2 — -2

V —
Vp

2' 27r.

(IV.12)

In obtaining Eq. (IV.12) the collision time has been
neglected in that we simply took the various phase
changes as having occurred, thus neglecting the eGects
of close collisions. Equation (IV.12) of course, yields no
line asymmetry. This we shall obtain on consideration of
close colhsions.

It might also be noted that we restricted ourselves to
three phase changes g, gb, and q., in setting up Eq.
(IV.S), but there is no reason to restrict Eqs. (IV.11) for
the shift and half-width in this manner.

In Sec. A of this chapter we have remarked the fashion
in which the simple interruption theory ignores the
efFects of (1) distant and (2) close collisions. In the
developement which we have just considered the eGect
of this ignoration of distant collisions has been demon-
strated. In other words we have demonstrated the
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fashion in which consideration of these distant collisions
leads to a line shift. This fact is further borne out by a
study of Fig. 13.

The vertical line in about the center of the figure is
the Weisskopf collision diameter. Now the area under
the upper curve is related to the integral in Eq. (IV.11a)
and is hence a measure of the broadening. In like
manner the area under the lower curve is a measure of

FIG. 13. An illustration of the reason for the failure of the
simple interruption theory to yield a line shift. (After I indholm"
and Unsold. ")

the shift. The simple theory only considers those areas
to the left of the abscissa specifying the Weisskopf
collision diameter. It thus becomes quite apparent that
with the adoption of this diameter we obtain almost all
the broadening effects (insofar as this theory is con-
cerned) while we obtain almost none of the shift eGects.
In addition these curves serve to illustrate the relative
importance of near and distant collisions in broadening
and shift.

C. The EQect of Close Collisions

Next Lindholm" considered the problem with the
collision time included, thus essentially including the
e6ects of both near and distant collisions.

Although our consideration of this more general
interruption treatment shall be quite sketchy, we par-
ticularly want to emphasize Lindholm's manner of in-
cluding the time of collision (close collisions) within the
framework of his earlier theory.

Let the collision time be 3,, and the phase change per
unit of time during the collision be k;. Then the total
phase change in collision will be q, =k,t;. Let us consider
Fig. 14. The coordinates x and y measure time back from
t' and t" respectively as shown. The five arrows below
the temporal axis represent five different collisions whose
duration is represented by the respective arrow lengths.
Only those collisions which occur at least partly during
t"—t' are to be included.

It can be seen directly from our definitions that these
collisions will contribute to e'I«") «')~ the factor

~i nwikiq(ti —x) (IV.13a)
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FIG. 14. The Lindholm method of classifying collisions as to duration. (After Lindholm. ")
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where

q (t;—x) =0 for t,—x&0

p&(t,—x) =t;—x for 0&t;—x&t"—t' (IV.13b)

(/&(t, —x) =t for t"—t'&t;—x.

Equation (IV.13b) is merely a restatement of our
restriction of the collision such that at least a portion of
it occurs within t"—t', and the method of including
close collisions has been demonstrated.

In analogy to Eq. (IV.8) one obtains for the present
case

(bj

(ci [p( t")—p( t')] )

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

n~(I) I~ n~(I) s=0 n~(2) s=0 nest(7') s=0 i dx(l) dy(j)

1 )o" dx(l) y
"*('&'

I &
&e'*(»/r (o r //

F1G. 15.The Lenz and Lindholm approximations to the phase shift
function. (After Lindholm. 51)

yo((~*(»ipiv(i' *)+~v—(i&i&'t(i' v&) —(IV 14)

In Eq. (IV.14) the x(t) represent the possible dx time
intervals during which included collisions may originate.
The y(j) represent the possible dy time intervals during
which included collisions may originate. Thus, e (&» is
the number of collisions of the type one originating with
some probability during the dx(t) time interval.

Equation (IV.14) in conjunction with Eqs. (IV.4) and
(IV.5) may be evaluated for the van der Waals case.
For high pressures the result is

I(v) =I(&=c&F((/)'/'(Av) t exp( /V'c2/h—v) (IV.1.5)

A consideration of Eq. (IV.15) shows that Lindholm's
line shape has reduced to Margenau's statistical shape
for the case of high pressure. If we let the phase shift
@=16/3&r=1.7 instead of the 0.75 which Lenz had
used, we obtain exact agreement between the expo-
nentials in the Margenau statistical theory Eq. (IV.15).
Since the statistical theory had yielded such excellent
agreement with experiment at high pressure Lindholm
chose 16/3n. as the value for @ on the basis of this
resulting agreement. Lindholm justified his disagree-
ment as follows.

First, let us recall that the time duration of the colli-
sion is essentially 2Q and consider Fig. 15. Curve (a) in
this figure is the actual curve for the phase integral
2&rb J'dt/((o)'t'+p')'. Curve (b) is Lenz's approximate
curve where @=0.75, and curve (c) is the Lindholm
curve where @=1.7. Lindholm felt that the larger Q
value is more justified in that it includes the slow fre-
quency shifts at either end of the true curve (a).

The low pressure solution for van der Waals forces
yielded

I„=Ip+I
0.227

1—(0+0.577l) —0.165l
0.795

=0.795 (IV.16)
(0.795l)'+ (0.577l+k)'

AP0=
2&ro 3rr'b

((/) 8(()

0.795l
-'b = =2.68/V(o)P/'b'/' (IV.17b)

which is essentially the Lenz result.
Having considered the Lenz and Margenau limiting

cases, let us turn our attention to the behavior of the
van der Waals result in the wings of the line.

For this case, Lindholm was able to use an approxi-
mate numerical evaluation to obtain the following two
equations for the red and violet wings of the line,
respectively,

0.741l 0.254/
I(v) = +

( P) &&/2 ( P) 7/&&

0.129P 0.532P
+ — (IV.18a)

( b) 5/2 ( P)17/6

0.5071 0.6T4P 0.320P
I(v) = — +

P7/3 $17/6 $10/3
(IV.18b)

where the definitions of l and k may be inferred from
Eqs. (IV.17). The line shift and half-width are given, by

0.577 0.577l
=0.97/V(o)'/'b'/' (IV.17a)
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If the first term in Eq. (IV.18a) is taken as the ex-

pression for the intensity in the red wing, agreement
with the expressions of Kuhn4' and Margenau is, of
course, obtained. The earlier verification of Kuhn's
expression for the intensity distribution in the red wing
in the case of Na broadened by A as obtained by Kuhn4'

provide experimental justification for the Lindholm
result.

Let us assume that the first term in Eq. (IV.18b) is
sufhcient to describe the intensity distribution in the
violet wing. When a comparison of this expression with
the measurements of Minkowski" for the violet ming of
the Na D2 line broadened by A is made, really excellent
agreement is obtained. It might be mentioned here that,
although the (d,r) t dependence had been previously
obtained for the red wing, the (hv) i" dependence had
certainly not been previously obtained for the violet
wing. Minkowski had attempted to use a (hi) ' de-

pendence without the success which attended Lindholm's

utilization. of (Ai) "'.
Kleman and Lindholm" experimentally investigated

the broadening of Na lines by A and obtained excellent

agreement in shift, half-width, and line contour with

this theory.
The interruption theories to which we have so far

devoted our attention may reasonably be classified as
classical ones based on the Michelson application of the
Fourier analysis to the problem. We shall show rather
shortly that a quantum consideration also may lead to
the mathematics of the Fourier analysis. Before doing so

however, let us consider the interesting and important
matters of distributions and detailed balancing which

were studied by Van Vleck and Weisskopf and by Van
Vleck and Margenau, respectively.

1+(~/~o)1—
ra(~o' —co') 2r[ i(ohio ca)+1/r]— —

1—(~/~o)

2r[i(oi+cao)+1/r].
(IV.19a)

D. A Maxwell Distribution of Dijpole Moments

Van Vleck and Weisskopf" were of the opinion that a
revision of Lorentz' development, such that an agree-
ment between this work and that of Debye be obtained
was required. In essence this revision consisted in
substituting for the random Lorentz distribution of x
and x after a collision the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion, and let us detail this.

The Lorentz solution to the equation of motion for the
vibrating photoelectron is

We begin by considering a molecule of electric dipole
moment p mhich makes an angle 8 with an external
electric field a cosset. In this case now, we assume that
after collision a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution governs
the dipole orientation (and hence, the orientation of x).
If the last collision occurred at time tp, the energy due to
the dipole-field interaction is p a. Then me may obtain
the mean polarization

Np

cosi1 exp[tia cosi1 cos(cato)/kT] siniMi1

exp[tia cos(oato)/kT] sin8di1
0

ti'a cos(o~to)JI cos'8 sin8d8
p

kTo r sin8d8
~o

p, Q

$(e'~"} (IV.20)
3kT

when we have expanded the exponential in a MacLaurin
series and only retained the term containing a. The
polarization per cubic centimeter may be obtained by
averaging Eq. (IU.20) over the Lorentz distribution
a exp( —t/r). The result is

Pap, '
(R

3kT 1+ioir
=a(R((bi ibo)e'—'} (IV..21)

The work done on the molecule by the radiation field
will surely be given by the average value of a coso&t(dp/dt).
Finally, if we divide this work by the energy Row in the
field, ea'/Sm. , we should determine the energy taken out
of the field by the molecule, or, simply, the absorption
coefficient.

Nom

dp
a cos(orat) =F costa—t

Nap' oi'r cos (orat)

3kT 1+co 7

Tati' oi'r cos(oat)

3kT 1+aPr'
(IV.22a)

and the average value is

dp Xa'ti' aPr
F cos(cat)— (IV.22b)

dt 6kT 1+ca'r'

As a consequence we obtain the Debye result

= 6t{ae'"'(a'—ix")} (IV.19b)

In order to write down the desired result from Eq.
(IV.19b), it is necessary to disgress for a moment.

M 4'rEIJ. M7"

c 3kT I+oP7'

for the absorption coeS.cient.

(IV.23)
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Now we note that the same result could have been
obtained if we had set

(IV.24)

from Eq. (IV.21). This tells us then that, from Eq.
(IV.19b),

4~/Vpdpx" 2prtVp' f p/ )
c mc Ep/p)

Now if Eqs. (IV.25) and (IV.27) were truly equiva-
lent, as it would appear they should be, the latter would
be expected to reduce to the' former for v;;=0. It is
rather apparent that zero instead of such a reduction
results. Van Vleck and Weisskopf remedied this dis-
crepancy by using a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for x and i in the equations of motion for the vibrating
photoelectron. Lorentz had used a random distribution
of x and i in these equations.

A solution under these conditions yields, in place of
Eq. (IV.19),

(IV.25) (x)= @
(~—~ )'+(1/r)' (~+~p)'+(1/r)'

pPe (p/p+ p/) (/d//dp r)

r/p( pp' /p/'—) I 2[1/r —i(p/p —co)]

From the Lorentz theory we obtained Eq. (IV.25),
the quantum analog of which is obtained by replacing
1/r/p by (4/3) pr/Av;,

I x;,I'. Next we introduce a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution over the energy states and sum
over these states with the result

COp CO GO COp 7

2[1/r+i (p/p+c )j (IV.28)

In analogy to the method of obtaining Eq. (IV.25)
we may then obtain

Q e rpg/kT—

P P I
x,; I'f(v, ;,v)e e'"r

/4rrvtVp'q i

35c
(IV.26a)

2pr/Vp' ( p/ $ P

mC E(op &

where the "shape factor" is given by
+ (IV.29)

- (~—~p)'+(1/r)' (~+~p)'+(1/r)'-

W2)
(v, ;,v) =-

p/. (v,;—v)'+ (8/2)'

of quantum equivalent

& & I x'i I
pv, ;f(v, ;,v) e x/"r

(4prvXp') h /

(IV26b) & 6ac )tT P e E//ar-
(v'+ v)'+(h/2)'-

(IV.30a)

(IV.26c) where

Let us now write

P P I
x, . IRf(v v)e E;/kr. , —

=P P[Ix; I f(v,;&v)e e& ~r+Ix;;IPf(v;, ,v)e e'/" ]

(e "—e ' ")='-',x(e "+e ") for x«1

so that Eq. (IV.19a) becomes:

Pg lx,; I",;f(v,;,.)e- '
(4prvtVp' ) h /

6/r/c ) 2kT p e Ey/pT—

hv;,=2 2 lx' I'f(v' v)
2kT

since

v;;= —v;;; f(v;;,v)= f(vg;, v); Ix;;I =—Ix;;I

and

Dv
V' V

pr v;, (v;;—v)'+(Dv)'

(IV.30b)
(v,,+v)'+ (hv)'

Utilizing Eqs. (IV.30), we do indeed obtain Eq.
(IV.23) for the case of zero resonant frequency, v;;=0,
and p'PIx;;I'=p' which at least is of import in
resolving the paradox in the low-frequency region.
Equation (IV.29) on the other hand, offers little change
in the visible region, the (p//p/p)' factor yielding slightly
more line asymmetry.

E. Detailed Balancing

The studies of Van Vleck and Margenau" did not
serve to actually change the shape of the proposed
absorption line, but they did finally show that the
shapes of the spectral lines are the same in emission as in
absorption, a point of no mean import. At any rate,
since we accept the thesis that the integrated absorption
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Substitution of Eq. (IV.31) into Eq. (IV.32b) then
yields

and emission balance each other in a Rayleigh-Jeans
radiation field, detailed balance of emission and ab-
sorption results from this equivalence of absorption and
emission line shapes. That is, a given frequency interval
absorbs as much as it emits. The balance was obtained
by a hitherto untried technique, that is, the summing of
the work done on the oscillator by the electric field at
collision as well as during the intercollision intervals.
This yielded the same frequency by frequency power as
that emitted between two collisions.

If our oscillator motion is described by x(t)
=xp cos(Mpt jpI) we may quite readily write down the
Fourier analysis of x(t). We may then integrate the
expression for x(M) and average

I x(M) I' over a random
distribution of q to obtain a result which, when averaged
over a random distribution of intercollision times,
yields($

6 Sp
P~(M) = M' + . (IV.33)

37I C . 0 + (Mp M) 9 + (Mp+M)

Now in order to obtain detailed balancing, we must
needs show that Pd(M), the power absorbed at the
frequency co, corresponds to this.

If the velocity proportional viscous drag force t;i is
dropped from the electronic equation of motion, the
Van Vleck-Margenau equation is obtained as

6F
x+Mppx= —cos(Mt+ pp)

Sp I
l*(M) I'=— +

47I 8 + (Mp M) C + (Mp+M)

a solution to which is sought under the Lorentz bound-
ary conditions, x=x=0.

(IV 31) The solution in question leads to the following result
for the work don- per unit time —by the field on the
electron beseem collisions:

where now a=1/r.
A point charge which is oscillating in one dimension

radiates power of amount

8' e'J' a a
+

488 8 + (M Mp) G + (M+Mp)
(IV.34)

2
——x"
3 c

The work done —per unit of time —by the field at
collision may be obtained as

from the equation for simple harmonic motion i= —co'x.

In addition, normalization of the Fourier components
requires

)+00 +00 00

I *(t)j'«= " I.(.) I
dM =2 " I.(M) I

dM
J,

so that

@Pa M Mp M+Mp

4mM ap+ (M
—Mp)p a'+ (M+MII)p

which, when added to Eq. (IV.34), yields

8' c'F'(o
I'd(M) =

48$M p

(IV.35)

*-'= —M'l*(t) I'= —M'l*(M) I'.

26
Ps (M)dM= 2M

I x(M) I
dM.

3c3
(IV.32a)

This must be modified to include the intervals be-
tween all collisions over a long period t, however, since
the Fourier analysis has only been carried out over one
such period. As a result, Eq. (IV.32a) becomes

QtP@ (M)ItM 2 p

Ps (M) dM = =——2Id'I x(M) I
'adM. (IV.32b)

t 3c'

$$ In evaluating the Fourier integral we have taken the limits
0 and 6 where' is the time between two collisions, thus integrating
xo cos(cot+ y) over the time between two collisions to obtain x(co).

We thus obtain for the power emitted by the oscillator
in the frequency interval between M and M+dM

X — —. (IV.36)
8 +(M—

Mp) 8 +(M+Mp)

c Jta oP —cocoo GP+MGOp

+
481M C + (M Mp) C~+ (M+Mp)

(IV.37)

to Eq. (IV.37) to arrive at the power absorbed from the
light wave as a function of frequency.

If we let Y(M)IEM be the energy density in the field for
the frequency interval ~ to co+der, we may replace F' in

A consideration of Eqs. (IV.33) and (IV.36) is suK-
cient to show that detailed balance has not been
obtained if for no other reason than that the shape
factors as given by the brackets in the two equations
diGer. Van Vleck and Margenau overcame this difficulty
by passing from the I.orentz to the Van Vleck-Weisskopf
boundary conditions on x and i at collision. This has the
e8ect of adding the term
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Eqs. (IV.36) and (IU.37) by

4 5$0Pcop
p2 Xp

3 7IC
(IV.38)

in the sum of Eqs. (IV.36) and (IV.37) to obtain

E Xp

Pg (Ip) = pp4 + . (IV.39)
3pl e 6 + (IIIp pI) 8 + (Ipp+Ip)

A comparison of Eqs. (IV.33) and (IV.39) shows that
a detailed balance condition between absorption and
emission has indeed been obtained by considering, in
absorption, the work done by the field (a) betvtIeee

collisions and (b) at collisions and by including the
Maxwell-Boltzmann boundary conditions.

We have remarked that the boundary conditions
especially are an approximation. In an actual atomic
system, of course, finite collision times would have to be
considered. In addition, the Planck radiation law would
more logically replace the Rayleigh-Jeans law. In the
limit of low frequency, however, the former reduces to
the latter, so that, as in the case of the earlier Van
Vleck-Weisskopf considerations, the results are particu-
larly applicable to the microwave region.

QO

pp(tp) =(y(tp)) = d«' exp i,"
J," P(t)dt

where now P(t) is the angular frequency separation of
the perturbed energy levels.

We will agree that Eq. (IV.41) is a form of the
Fourier integral which we have previously encountered,
for example, Eq. (IV.4). Having obtained this Fourier
integral after a quantum fashion, we should now feel
justi6ed, as did Foley, " in proceeding with the treat-
ment of what this latter author was pleased to dub the
"correlation function. "

In connection with the evaluation of Eq. (IV.4) we
mentioned the replacement of the second integral by the
statistical average. The principal behind such a pro-
cedure had, as we have remarked, been set forth by
Lens. The exponential factor [which we now designate
as p(tp) j was named by Foley. The remainder of the
work which has been done on the interruption theory
has consisted of the attempts of Foley'~ and Anderson'
to evaluate this correlation function, a term which
appears to have been given a favorable reception. Let us
sketch Foley's evaluation and turn to that of Anderson
which does seem a bit more general of application.

We write:

F. The Correlation Function Treatment
tp

exp i I' t dt
0

(IV.42)

At the beginning of the present chapter we remarked
on the various methods which have been utilized to
demonstrate the quantum justification of the use of the
Fourier analysis in line broadening. We shall now give
an extremely simple demonstration of such a justi6ca-
tion by using the state growth equations for transitions
accompanied by the emission of radiation.

Let us suppose that the natural width of the spectral
line is small compared to the interruption width so that
we may neglect the radiation damping constant, y in
Eq. (II.24). Then this equation may be approximately
written down as

b;(t) = —i const
40

Much after the Lindholm fashion we may replace the
integral within the exponent by a sum over phase shifts:

n

P g,= I P(t)dt
i=1

which we now average over the distribution of phase
shifts, p(g):

) dt" expL —i P g;j
i 1

+QO

= g JI dgp(g) (cosg —i sing) = (A iB)". (IV.43)—
s

QQ

~ e e'(y)"
pp(tp)= P ]

—
I (A iB)"—.=p n! &~i

We have previously considered the argument which
results in the relation between state growth coe%cient
and line intensity distribution: A —iB=exp 8—— (IU.44)

t' Finally this result is averaged over the standard

&&exp I LEe(«) E„(t )~dt +Ip t (IU 4p) distribution of intercollision times,
tt p

pW
00

E(pi)=(b (~)i'= dt'
I

dt"
&0 ~0

tI

&&exp —i I P(t)dt+icp(t' —t") (IU.41)J,-
(1 A)/sr—

I(~)=
L(1 A)/~3'+LBlr ~—7'

(IV.45)

which, when substituted into Eq. (IV.41), results in
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The line shift and half-width for this intensity dis- since
tribution are then g- n

lim 1—— =expL —Aj

2(1—A)

(IV.46a)

(IV.46b)
and where

taco= P tt to(R,)
i=1

(IV.47)

This means that Eq. (IV.42) assumes the form

Equation (IV.43) provides the means for the requisite
evaluation of the coefFicients 2 and 8, a somewhat
lengthy procedure which we shall not detail. With which
we turn our attention to Anderson's work on the
subject.

Margenau" had early (1935) demonstrated that the
Fourier integral will reduce to the Margenau statistical
distribution for sufficiently low velocities. ,Now Ander-
son, armed with the Lenz method of evaluation, has
carried this procedure a step further. He has (1) ob-
tained the statistical distribution for high pressures and
for the line wing, (2) obtained the simple interruption
result for low pressures and near line center, and (3)
numerically evaluated the intermediate cases.

We begin by supposing that the perturbations arising
due to the various members of our gaseous assembly are
additive so that

t
V'(tp) = 2pr) pdp, dip

ptP

X 1—exp iJ~ v(L(xp+(v)t)'+p']l)dt (IV.49b)

p=(v)r pdp~ 1 —exp i v(Lp'+(v)'t'jg)dt
(

with V= pt/E.
Now in order to obtain the low velocity statistical

limit, one simply lets (v)=0 with the desired result. A
comparison with Eq. (III.8) serves to demonstrate this
quite nicely.

For the simple interruption theory limit we suppose
the reverse situation to prevail, namely, (v) large com-
pared to x&, thus justifying ignoring this latter coordi-
nate in the exponential. It would seem intuitively
apparent that the range of integration —(v)r to +(v)r
would make the greatest contribution to the integral in
xp. Such a limitation on the range of integration of xp

leads to

= (a,+o;)(v)r=o(v)r (IV.SOa)
gp(tp) = exp i v(t)dt = g exp i v(R;)dt ) from which one ohteire [t hr oug hKq. (Iv.gg)] for the

tp n

exp i ~ddt
0

(IV.48)

ow let us remark in connection with this equation
that the replacement of the average of the product by
the product of e identical averages is predicated on (1)
the identical nature of all broadeners and (2) the absence
(assumed) of interactions between these broadeners. No
justification appears required for

R.'= (xpy(v)t)'+ p'.

This means, however, that the averaging process will

now be one over xp and p

intensity distribution

cV(v)o„I (go) = . (IV.SOb)
(go —

top
—X(v)o.~)'+ (1V(v)o,)'

This should sufFice to demonstrate the fashion in
which the theory reduces in the two limiting cases. For
the intermediate values numerical calculation is re-
quired. It is understood that Anderson has carried out
such calculations, but the results have not as yet been
published.

V. RESONANCE BROADENING

A. The Qualitative Basis of Self-Broadening

O0 lvPP+

00

tqp tP

dxp exp i v(R)dt
0

2m-X
1—— p8p dip

n ~p 00

1—exp i ~ v(R)dt

= expL —1V V'(tp) j

n In our specific studies of the last three chapters the
broadening phenomena considered have resulted from
the presence of other atoms. Although diGerent inter-
atomic forces have been utilized as agents for this
broadening, no direct consideration has been given to
the relation between the emitter and the broadener, that
is, no consideration has been given to whether the
broadeners are of the same or of a di6erent species than
the emitter. In this chapter we propose to devote our-
selves to that unique set of phenomena which occur

(IV49a) when the broadeners are the same type atoms as the
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emitter, as opposed to the various broadenings which

may occur when the broadeners are of a diferent type
from the emitter.

In 1915 Rayleigh'4 appears to have first raised the
question as to the possible de'erence in broadening
e6ects in the presence of like atoms as broadeners and in
the presence of foreign gas atoms. When foreign and self-
broadening were subsequently studied as distinct phe-
nomena, it was early recognized that the magnitude of
the latter was much greater than that of the former. We
may rather easily present a qualitative picture of these
self broadening (a term which we shall subsequently
replace by resonance broadening) effects either from the
classical or quantum viewpoint. Since such is the case,
let us begin with the classical explanation of the
phenomenon.

In the classical sense, the similar atoms of a radiating
gas are made up of a collection of like oscillators of the
same natural frequency. Because of the sameness of this
natural frequency, a strong coupling of these oscillators
may be expected to occur in the usual classical manner
given some basic, say electrostatic, coupling force. This
in turn will cause a spread of the coupled oscillator
frequencies about the natural frequency of a single
oscillator.

From a quantum-mechanical sense, the same strong
broadening can be inferred. Let us hypothesize a two-
atom system in which the level degeneracy arising
from the sameness of the atoms results in an energy
perturbation dependent on the inverse cube of the
atomic separation. We recall that under the same inter-
action force two unlike atoms give rise to an inverse
sixth power dependence on the atomic separation. Thus,
obviously greater broadening will result from the pres-
ence of like molecules. We shall later discuss the
reduction in state lifetime for the case of resonance
broadening which results in a broadening of the spectral
line, but the state degeneracy which we have mentioned
above we shall allow to suffice as an introductory
consideration.

B. The Coupled Osci11ator Theory

The first attack on the problem of resonance broaden-
ing was made by Holtsmark" in 1925. This author
considered the problem from a classical point of view
which depicted the atoms of the absorbing, self-
broadening gas as classical oscillators.

Now we suppose a coupling force, dependent on the
electric dipole moment of the atoms, to be present. Let
us begin by considering two of these classical oscillators
each consisting primarily of a "quasi-elastically bound"
electron. If xI is the vibrational coordinate of the first
oscillator and x2 that of the second, and these two
coordinates are coupled through the potential term
k3x&x2, then the frequencies of the coupled system are
surely

~'=2l ~~'+~2'~ (~~'—~~')+41 —
I

Lm) )

If the two atoms are unlike then ~&oP
—~P~))ks/m

and we obtain

GO
—0)

tPI M —
CO

(V 2)

whereas, in the case coq=a&2=coo (like atoms), we obtain

k3
M Cdp =A—.

m
(V.3)

A consideration of Eqs. (V.2) and (V.3) serves to
illustrate the much larger frequency shift accompanying
the coupling of like oscillators since k3 is always small.
This essentially forms the basis for Holtsmark's con-
siderations. Let us first determine k3, and then proceed
with the problem.

We have assumed our coupling force to arise from the
electric dipole moments of the oscillators, and we may
write the dipole potential as

U= Q" pm= —[1—3 cos'y, ggx;xg,
r8

(V.4)

with

6 Q&IcXy =mu;pxI,

N~y= (1—3 cos p~g).

(V.Sa)

(V.Sb)

Now if we consider a system of e atoms instead of our
original two-atom system we may obtain

xq+Ma xq+P aqgxg= 0
k $=1 2 s.

(V.6)

From Eq. (V.6) we evolve the secular determinant
for the problem

ay2 ay3

A a23

a32

~2n

a3„=0 (v.r)

where the abbreviation A=co' —cop' has been utilized.
Now it is rather obvious that it would be somewhat

dificult at best to obtain the roots of the determinant of
Eq. (V.7) for the general case, in fact, it presently ap-
pears impossible. We can, however, determine the mean
and the root-mean-square spread of the roots of this
equation after a fashion which we shall not detail.
After Holtsmark had done precisely this, he proceeded

where p; and pI, are the dipole moments of the ith and
4th atom.

y;~ is now the angle between either p, or pj, and r. We
further have supposed p;~~@~.

Then the force on atom i due to the field produced by
atom k is, since Q= —VU
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to make an assumption which does not appear too
well justified in the light of subsequent —and one might
add previous —knowledge of resonance broadening.
Quite simply he supposed the spectral line to be of a
Gaussian shape. In the extreme wings of the line this
appears to be a reasonable supposition, and we might
recall that earlier Holtsmark had been required to
assume such a shape in the wings of the electric 6eld
strength distribution in connection with the Stark
broadening. The connection between the two situations
is certainly obscure, however, and subsequent studies of
resonance broadening seem to con6rm the fact that the
Gaussian distribution is not the proper one. At any rate,
such an assumption leads to

E(co') = exp (—a)"/(co"))
L27r(co")g'*

(V.Sa)

QA' 1
&=2~'=2.36L(~'2)]'= 1o3.5~ 10&

ps 2MO

(V.Sb)

in which ( ) indicates the mean value of the quantity
enclosed.

The feature in the half-width equation which appears
most striking —although perhaps not most pleasingly so—is the dependence on the root of the density. Other
theories as well as available experimental evidence

appear to be unanimous in their refutation of any such
dependence claim. A consideration of the half-width
cquRt1on will probRbly 1ndlcRtc to thc rcRdcr, howcvcl
that p OGers a bonnet out of which we might possibly
produce a diferent pressure dependence. Schutz-
Mensing" has produced just such a dependence in what
seems a very straightforward manner.

%C take the separation of the emitter and the ith
broadener as jo,, and proceed to average over the p;.
Schutz-Mensing obtained a value 0.55K & for (p). It is
obvious that such a value for p in Eq. (V.Sb) results in a
linear density dependence for the half-width. For the
root mean square spread of the energies —resulting from
the roots of the determinant —this author obtained

24~ ' 1
t

e'
y

H ")j'=
15 Glo KBtJ

C. The Statistical Resonance for Binary
Encounters

(V.9)

Eg&'& =h(A~) =
+-—(r~2(' for m=a1

3 r'

(V.10a)

Let us assume that one member of our two like
particle system will proceed from a state of energy Ej to
the ground state of energy Eo with accompanying
radiation. Then familiar degenerate perturbation theory
yields, as the energy of this interaction

2
r ~

3 ra

where, as usual, m is the magnetic quantum number,
and where

3h
r12 12

Sx typo

all of which leads to

(V.10b)

2
F2 for pb= 0

r' 8m'mvo
(V.11)

6 1
+ fyg for Bl=&1.

Sx' typo

From Eqs. (V.3) and (V.4) the classical result,

(1—3 cos'7;p)

r' 47r'm(v+vo)

e' (1—3 cos'y, g)

rs 8x' 5$vo
(V.12)

may be written down for comparison.
Equation (V.11) may be rewritten as

~ ~'hf~2 q 1
Eg&"&=ha'=y~

&Sx'moo& r'
(V.13)

where p is the statistical weight factor associated with

m. After the fashion of Margenau and Watson, let us

equate 7 to unity. |A'e consider this an averaging process
ovc1' thc poss1blc R'ton11c orientations. The result ls

t' e hfyg )
V=Ex~'&=ur "=

~
)r

—'
E 8x'vapo )

(V.14a)

Ph j2
C=

8x' pl po

(V.14b)

From Eq. (III.15) the half-width of the resonance
broadened spectral line is

so that

(V.15)

Equation (V.15) was originally obtained by Margenau
and %atson95 in a slightly diGerent manner.

B. The Simyle Interruption Result

As we recall the simple interruption theory prognosti-
cates the same spectral line form regardless of the
interaction forces which give rise to the broadening
under consideration. Thus, Eqs. (IV.1) and (IV.2) for
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(v)p'

From Eq. (V.16) we obtain

(V.16)

(V.17)

which is here expressed in angular frequency units co.

Now Eq. (V.13) tells us that

K= e'/2mus. (V.18)

The substitution of Eqs. (V.17) and (V.18) yields the
optical collision diameter from which we may obtain the
half-width as

(V.19)

E. Qualitative Consideration of the Energy
Transfer Theory

Some four years after the publication of Weisskopf's
theory Furssow and Wlassow" entered the field with
what did amount to a new conceptual approach. Their
entry was marked by the intriguing statement that the
Weisskopf theory —and the Lenz theory in passing-
was completely incorrect.

~~ ~~
It would appear reasonable

for us to briefly consider the reasons which they advance
for this conclusion.

For greatest accuracy of consideration let us quote the
Furssow and Wlassow statement verbatim before at-
tempting to consider their reasoning.

"Tobe sure Weisskopf's considerations of the collisions
between the like atoms is not entirely correct. Weisskopf
without foundation applies the correct concept of the
mechanism of the collision damping in the case of non-
extinguishing atoms of difFerent types to the case of like
atoms. As is known the broadening of the lines through
collisions result not only when the wave train emitted by
the atom is propagated after the collision (extinguishing
gases) but also at the time when at the collision a change

(~ ~(
Houston took mild exception to this statement to the effect

that ". . . the criticism of Weisskopf's work contained in this
paper does not appear to be justified. . .""but did not reply to
the Furssow and Wlassow criticism specifically.

the line shape and half-width remain unchanged by
virtue of the resonance forces. Now this is, of course,
not the case for the optical collision diameter p for it
will be given by Eq. (IV.3). Let us speci6cize.

The resonance interaction may be expressed in the
form

A(r) =K/rs

which means that the phase change is

Kdt K t
+" dx

"-- L((v)'~'+p')sj' (v)p'"-- L(~'+1)'j'

of the vibration phase of the excited atoms sets in (non-
extinguishing gases). In order to compute the phase
shift during the collision one must take the change of
freqlency Aa&tttt of the emitting atom which occurs
through the interaction with foreign atoms and integrate
over the colHsiots time tt't. I If one makes this integral equal
to one then the magnitude of the optical collision
diameter can be evaluated. The collisions of the like
atoms Weisskopf takes instead of arbitrarily the diGer-
ence between the frequency of one of the normal
vibrations of a system of two dipole linked like linear
oscillators and the frequency of the isolated atom. It is
clear that this computation is based on a misunder-
standing. A~ is in terms of its nature the change of the
frequency of the emitting atom, the light of which is
analyzed according to Fourier. That however which
Weisskopf substitutes instead of it has nothing at all to
do with the matter because of the degeneracy. . . the
concept that in the collision of two like atoms one of
which is excited and the other of which is unexcited the
vibration phase of the excited atom is changed does not
at all correspond to reality. ""

It might be remarked 6rst that the Aco which they
believe to have been improperly chosen seems to be the
very one whose choice they advocate for the following
reason". . . takethechaege of thefreqtsetscy d,co. . . and
integrate over the coQision time. ""Now it is true that
integration is not extended over these limits in Eq.
(V.16), but let us recall that these limits are a good
approximation which is predicated on the reasonable
assumption that no appreciable contribution to the
integral arises outside the proper limits. If they base
their argument on the "degeneracy" —they do not define
this degeneracy but we can assume that it is that
degeneracy arising from the indistinguishability of the
atoms of our ensemble —then the question of which

approach is more nearly correct has to be answered a
little more conclusively than has been done to date.
Surely though the simple interruption theory has not
been so devastated by the above quoted argument that
it cannot be considered as remaining a reasonable ap-
proximation on proper application.

The Furssow and Wlassow theory really has its basis
in a conception advanced by Kallmann and London" in
1929 to the efFect that like atoms may simply exchange
energy between each other without accompanying radia-
tion. Even a cursory consideration of this conception
gives an inkling of an application to the theory of self-
broadening. We may examine it from either a quantum
or a classical viewpoint.

First the classical viewpoint. To begin with we con-
sider our atoms as classical oscillators, and again we
have the dipole interaction between two like oscillators,
one of which is excited and the other of which is
unexcited. As a result of this interaction the amplitude
of oscillation of the excited atom decreases while that of

'tt tt Italics added.
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the unexcited atom increases, that is, an energy transfer
occurs. This is electively the same as damping the
oscillations of the excited atom, and, as in the case of the
Lorentz damping will result in a broadening of the
spectral line. Let us now consider qualitatively the
quantum-mechanical explanation of this e6ect.

Energy is assumed to be transferred as a result again
of the dipole interaction from an excited to an unexcited
atom of the same kind. Whatever the lifetime of the
excited state would be under conditions of no transfer
this lifetime will be greatly shortened by a high proba-
bility of transfer before radiation. Now we may recall
that one form of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
states that AEht&h. Thus, if, as is the case in the
ground state, the state lifetime is infinite, the ground
state will be infinitely well defined or virtually infinitely
narrow. As soon as we consider a state with a finite
lifetime, however, the situation changes. A certain life-
time dt will give us a certain indefiniteness AE in the
state energy, or a certain level width. This level width in
turn will mean that a spectral line arising from the
combination of this level with another will be broadened
as a consequence. If we decrease our state lifetime by
this energy transfer, quantum mechanics decrees that
we indirectly broaden our spectral line by widening the
energy level.

These then are the classical and quantum forms of the
theory as advanced by Furssow and Wlassow. It now
remains only to rewrite our qualitative conjectures after
a quantitative fashion. Let us do so rather briefly.

F. The Classical Energy Transfer (Low Pressure)

To begin with it is of course necessary to make a few
simple assumptions regarding our system. In this con-
sideration we are assuming our atom to be a classical
harmonic oscillator. Now we shall consider that the
electronic transition which gives rise to our broadened
spectral line proceeds to the ground state. We will

assume that only one valence electron is responsible for
the spectral line under consideration. Finally let us
suppose that the excited atom, of which our system
contains one for our purposes here, moves in the
neighborhood of the remainder of the unexcited atoms.
The excited atom we then consider as moving recti-
linearly with velocity v. We might possibly bring up the
same type of objection to the utilization of a linear
velocity here as was brought up by Jablonsiri in objec-
tion to Weisskopf's utilization of a linear velocity in a
central force problem. However this is probably minor
at this stage. ***

In considering our interaction which leads to the self-
broadening of the line, we shall assume this interaction
to take place between our emitter and one of the
unexcited broadening atoms. The interaction in question
we presume to be due to the electric dipole. Lagrange's

**~Most authors appear to consider it minor at any stage,
although this is not conclusive.

equations may then be solved by a method of successive
approximations to obtain

3A
x &') =

~( A cosn comdt sinorpt
2GOp

3A
A cosP cos+dt slnCPpl

2Mp & (V.20)

A
s~&" = — A 1—3 cos'y dt sinMpt

2pIp ~

3A (0
Xl&1)=—

I A cosn cosydt. (V.2l)

It is apparent that nPy are time dependent through
the heat motion of the atoms. We may express these
quantities as functions of time and integrate to obtain

e'
XI'"—— —(2 cosnp cosr p+ cosQI cos+I), etc. (V.22)

ssMp p v

We are now desirous of obtaining the amount of
energy which is transferred during the collision from the
initially excited atom to the initially unexcited one. In
the present case the energy Ewhich has been transferred
to the initially unexcited atom will be given by the sum
of the squares of the amplitude components as given by
Eq. (V.22) multiplied by Ipeuup'. We then obtain for the
transferred energy

g= S1Il PIE
m'~p' p4v'

(V.23)

where E, the initial energy of the excited molecule is, of
course) gcop A .

Equation (V.23) is predicated on the erst approxi-
mate solutions as given by Eq. (V.20). The validity of
these Eqs. (V.20) is assumed only for large transit
distances. Furssow and Wlassow de6ned the minimum
distance of closest approach —transit distanc- as that
distance at which the transferred energy is equal to the
energy at time zero of the initially excited oscillator,

x2"'=y2'" =0; s~")=A coscopt.

Equations (V.20) are quite enlightening in that they
serve to show the manner in which the energy is
transferred from the initially excited atom to the ini-
tially unexcited one during the course of an optical
collision.

Let us assume that the optical collision, which serves
to transfer energy from the excited to the unexcited
atom, lasts a time interval ~p. If this is the case, and if
we assume the collision to begin at time t= 0, then the
collision must be initiated at a distance —vip/2 from y.

Then after a collision of duration vp, the amplitude,
for example, of xI"' we may obtain from Eq. (V.20)
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fdE= —2+Ehs Spdp = —~Ãhs
pp 8$ COp

sin py E
o~V2

= —~$ sin'ygEA
SScop

(V.25)

from Eq. (V.24) and ds= ddt. From Eq. (V.25)

where
E=Epe 7'

2m Ne'
7=

3 mMp

(V.26a)

(V.26h)

From this knowledge of the attenuation of the
initially excited atoms energy we would like to de-
termine the line broadening.

The electric vector of the radiation field will be of the
form:

F=F g
—y t /2fP ivP t

In the usual manner the electric vector may be ex-
panded in a Fourier integral from which may be
obtained

(v/2)
I(v) =

i F(v) i' ~ const (V.27)
(~—»)'+ (v/2)'

the half-width of the emitted spectral line is found to be

2'
bg'= — E.

3 f840 p

(V.28)

It is then apparent that the e8ect of this energy
transfer at large transit distances is a damping of the
atomic oscillations resulting in a broadening of the
spectral line whose half-width is given hy Eq. (U.28).

For the close approaches they simply took the half-
width as given by the simple interruption theory:

Q2

4= 2m po'1V(n) = 2m cV.
tÃGD p

The total half-width is then

(V.29)

that is, B=E. Thus if pp is taken as the minimum
transit distance Eq. (V.23) leads us to the following
criteria for large distances

1/p(Pv =euro/e'. (U.24)

In order to determine the total energy which our
initially excited atom will lose in the course of time, it
will be necessary to ascertain the total loss of energy to
all the atoms in the neighborhood. In passing through a
layer of thickness As lying perpendicular to the direction
of motion of the excited atom to those atoms a distance
pp or more away the emitter will lose energy of amount

The manner in which the dipole interaction between
two like atoms causes a transfer of the oscillatory energy
from the initially excited atoms to the remaining
initially unexcited atoms has been shown. This energy
transfer then acts as a damping force on the oscillatory
motion of the atom and, as a result, the emitted
radiation is broadened into a spectral line of finite
width. We shall see that a quantum consideration under
certain specific assumptions leads to the same results.

0]=C; Q2= 83=0

bio; noo

b, =—,~ U oo; iod~, etc.
ZA p

(V.31)

The ui refer to the states of the initially excited while
the b, refer to those of the initially unexcited atom. In
finding a matrix element of U we carry the angle func-
tions as constants —it may be recalled that these angle
functions depend on the heat motion of the atoms.
Finally then Eq. (V.31) becomes

8 p" (1—3 cos'y)
bi= —e'(100

i
s

i
m10)', dt, etc. (V.32)

ik ~ p E.'

Again. , as in the classical case, we allow ro (the
collision time) to approach in6nity and integrate
Zq. (V.32).

It is apparent that the probability for excitation of
the initially unexcited atom is

~
bq~'+ (

b~~'+
~

b3~'=c," sin'y~(N00~s~m10)4. (V 33)
A'p4v'

G. Quantum Treatment of Low-Pressure
Self-Broadening

We have sketched qualitatively the quantum-me-
chanical theory of resonance broadening by energy
transfer, and our first task in a quantitative considera-
tion will be to ascertain the time change of eigenfunctions—probability amplitudes —of the excited atom due to
this energy transfer.

Again the system is initially taken as two like atoms
one of which is excited and one of which is unexcited.
The motion of the atom will be considered classically as
is normally done in problems of this kind with quite
reasonable justification. The potential of interaction
between the two atoms is still the dipole potential. The
symbols such as p, o, ~, etc. which were utilized in the
classical consideration will again appear with the same
connotation.

Familiar procedures of degenerate perturbation theory
may be used in obtaining the state growth coeKcients.

Sx e'
8 = (8 a'+ br') f= 1Vf. —

3 szGop

(V.30)
To find a~, still under the assumption a2 ——a3=0:

/a&/'+Jb&/'+fb2['+ ebs/'+/c&f'= Jaf'+ fc/' (V34)
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and, if we suppose l
ci

l

'=
l
c

l
', the change in

l
a

l

' may be
determined from Eq. (V.34) as

where

~4

= —lel' f. ' sin'y
mM PV

f = (2m'&„„/k) (ii00
l
s

l
A&10)',

(V.35)

the oscillator strength of the me transition.
We earlier set the condition 6=8 for determining pp.

Similarly, we now establish the criteria for po as dial'
=

l el'. From Eq. (V.35) po may then be defined as

mM&
(V.36)

8 = X'C
dt

fnmN Slil 'Yl. (V.37)

If there are E atoms per unit of volume of our gas
then surely 2xpdpvX of them appear per unit of time
lying a distance between p and p+dp from the emitter.
Furssow and Wlassow asserted this to mean that the
total change of the probability per unit of time is the
result of averaging over p.

2

From Eq. (V.41) it is apparent that our half-width is
given by the following:

2'
&a=v= — f w.

3 mM~m
(V.42)

It can be seen that Eq. (V.42) yields the same results
for the half-width as Eq. (V.28) which latter equation
was found for the case of distant collisions.

For the case of near collisions let us utilize the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle in the form

or

h
AE= —=-=2A~ f„„tV

mMp

AE
6i=hio= =2m. f N

mMp

Finally we obtain for the half-width

(V.43)

where we shall now assume AE to be the width of the
state and At to be the mean lifetime of the state.

Let us suppose that the life of a state is terminated by
a collision so that At=7- where v is the mean time
between collisions. This means that the width of the
state will now be

If Eq. (V.37) is averaged over p, and the resulting
equation solved for

l
a

l
', the quantum-mechanical

analog of Eq. (V.26a) is obtained:
8Z C2

5=5a+br =— f N
3 mMp

(V.44)

where
g 2 g 2~—yt

2x' t
f„N.

3 mM~m

(V.38)

of solution

g (I)ci(ream res) i (V 39)—

Gn 00 ~ ~ 180 ~ ~ (/)

Thus the state lifetime has been decreased by the
energy exchange as predicted, and this decrease is
dependent on the gas density.

If we simply consider the atom-field interaction, then
the state growth equations are given by

zkamoo "o,o "(t)

which is the same as the classical result given by
Eq. (V.30).

In the main Furssow and Wlassow considered their
results to hold only in the case of low gas densities. We
may question the Furssow-W)assow procedure in which
they work out the broadening eGect of one like atom and
then simply extend these results to the case of E
similar atoms. Because of the procedure Furssow and
Wlassow felt that their results were only applicable to
low gas densities. In a later paper" on the subject they
investigated the self-broadening of a spectral line in the
case of high gas densities. They found it necessary to
use a slightly different although comparable method of
approach to which we now turn our attention.

H. High-Pressure Quantum Resonance
Broadening

~s(cps—cunm) t—y t/2 1+00 ~ ~ 1s0 ~ ~ ~

hg(o, io—„.+i (y—/2) 5

and we may recall that

E(io) =constlaooo" i.o" (oo)
l

The previous theory was really predicated on a
(V.40) collision. between two particles. Now if, as in the Schuiz

and Rompe experiments, we take Mp=1.02&&10" sec ',
f=1.3, T=6000', we will obtain a p of approximately
5.35X10 ~. Then with the pressure used by Schulz and
Rompe X=2.57&10" cm—'. This means that in the
"sphere of action" we shall have (4/3)o.p'N=17 mole-

(V.41) cules. Thus, the approximation of a two-particle colli-
sion is hardly reasonable.
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A modification of the first theory is certainly called
for, on the basis of these considerations.

Let us begin by supposing the gas density su%.ciently
high that we can expect a large number e of atoms
within the "sphere of action. "If we allow this system of
0+1 atoms to possess two levels, the resonance level and
the ground state, methods of degenerate perturbation
theory lead to the state growth equations:

i@a= Q (a( U(bp)bp
k~1

for a so that the Fourier integral for a is

+oo

a= )" g(pp)e "do)

(V.51)

We average the absolute square of this expression
over all collision times in order to obtain the intensity
distribution in the level:

iM& ——(f )U(o)o+P(b [U(b )f . (V.45b) 1(~)= lg(~) I'~(«)d«. (V.52)

Again under the initial conditions stipulating that
atom 0 is initially excited we obtain a(t) =a(0) =1 and
b(0) =0. Subsequent to the time t= 0 we can expect the
transfer of energy from the initially excited to the
unexcited atom to proceed as governed by the matrix
element (a~ U~ bp). In addition Eq. (V.45) tells us that
there will be a secondary transfer of energy among the
initially unexcited atoms as governed by the matrix
element (bp

~
U~bp ). We now introduce the approxima-

tion that the secondary energy transfer process as
governed by (b p ~ U~ b p ) can, be disregarded and suppose
U to be time independent. This latter is nothing more
nor less than saying that the thermal motion of the
atom is so small as to be considered negligible during the
energy transfer process. As we shall see, at high pressure
for the resonance level this is a reasonable approxima-
tion. We now substitute for b~ from the thus modified
Eq. (V.45b) into a difFerentiated Eq. (V.45a). This
yields

Let us utilize the expression

—p2
47-02

(V.53)

I'(v)dv =
%L

(V.55)

for a change in variable in Eq. (V.52) as follows:

vrw( /p2r+v)
'N (rp) dr p

= dv = —I'(v) dv. (V.54)
4 v'

In order to find I'(v) dv we suppose a random distribu-
tion of spatial coordinates to exist. Let us establish a
configuration space of 3e dimensions whose volume is
%,= V" where V is the volume of our gas. Now if we
temporarily disregard the interatomic forces, we can
expect equal probability for the occupation of any
portion of this space. This means that the following
relation will ho1d:

A'~=a Q—(a(U(b, )'.
k=1

(V 46) where 6'll represents that portion of configuration space
for which our v lies between v and v+dv. This value of v

If we now i nore the an ular de endenceof th d'
1

will, of course, dePend on the distribution of the E~ in

a'+p'a=0

p2 QL=
p4f 2

4' o)0

(V.47a) 6'll= (4~)" t .]t RiPRpP R„' dRdRip dR„. (V.56)

(V 47b) The analogy to Margenau's equation (III.4) is ap-
parent. Our solution then is given by Eq. (III.18) as

A solution of Eq. (V.47a) which satisfies the initial
condition a(0) =1 is

a= cospt.
I'(v) =pprrN/n-

( 4+~N'
&

expf—
E 9v )

V

(V.57)

A collision has occurred when a= 0 so that

rp ——pr/2p.

We assume the step function

(V.49)

w(rp) = exp (—y'rp') (V.58)

We may now transform back to our variable ro by
utilizing Eq. (V.54). We obtain

@=2 for 0~&/& 70

a=O for 0(t) ro
(V.50) y = (4/3)N (n-u) & =-',gw N. (V.59)
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Equations (V.49) and (U.58) may now be substituted
into Eq. (V.52) and the results integrated to obtain Weisskopf:

1 1—expt —(co/2y)']I ((u) =—
27r2 (d

(V.60) 7l E.

Margenau and. Watson: 5= —f„sV
3 mcop

as the distribution of energies in the resonance level. For
the breadth we obtain

6 = 2.54' = 3 .'V.
SZQPp

(V.61)

I. Comparison of Some Experimental Results

Three of the equations for the half-width which we
have obtained are

t t t The complexity of computing the width of a higher level may
be inferred from the preceding work.

In order to And the spectral line width, it would
appear reasonable to assume that we must needs have a
knowledge of not only the resonance level width but
also the width of the level from which the radiating
transition originates. ttt The phrase "from which" leads
us to the next consideration.

Furssow and Wlassow felt that these results should
only be applied to transitions proceeding from upper
levels to the resonance level, that is, these results should
not be applied, to the transition from the resonance level
to the ground state. A short consideration renders this
assertion plausible.

Let us suppose that the initially excited atom
undergoes a transition from the resonance level to the
ground state with the accompanying emission of radia-
tion. This emitted radiation may be absorbed by one of
the unexcited atoms where absorption would not be
possible were this radiation the result of a transition to
some level above the ground state. This process, which
should not be confused with the transfer of energy
without accompanying radiation has certainly not been
considered in the theory, and, since it can be expected to
have some effect on the line broadening, this theory
cannot be expected to hold in such cases.

The justification for the assumption of fixed atoms,
that is, d/dt(a~ U'~ b&) =0 which led to Eq. (V.46)
appears worthy of note here. I.et us consider the Rompe
and Schulz case."The pressure is 80 atmospheres and
T=2800'. The experimental width was found to be
8=7)&10" sec ' so that the mean life of the resonance
level is ro=1 5/=1. 4X10 " sec. The mean relative
velocity is (v) =1.3X10' cm/sec, which leads us to the
conclusion that during the mean level life we may expect
our atoms to move a distance (u)ro ——1.8X10 ' cm, or
the order of their own diameter. Thus, the approxima-
tion appears a reasonable one.

Furssow and Wlassow's high pressure theory yields
results in reasonable agreement with those of Schulz and
Rompe.

4 C2

Furssow and Wlassow: 5=— f„„,iY.
3 Map

These three equations have been compared with the
experimental results, for rubidium by Chen, '7 for sodium
by Watanabe, "and for caesium by Gregory. "

Other than demonstrating the fact that none of the
theories propounded in explanation of the resonance
broadening phenomenon is precisely correct these ex-
perimental results indicated that the combined reso-
nance and, say, van der %aals forces should be investi-
gated. Such an investigation might provide the
explanation of the observed line shape variations with
radiating transition as well as with pressure.

VI. MOLECULAR BROADENING

A. Early Studies of Polyatomic Molecular
Broadening

In beginning our considerations of the last chapter we
remarked that those studies which had gone before had
not distinguished between broadeners of a type diR'erent

from the emitter and broadeners of the same type as the
emitter. In this same vein we might now remark that,
for all practical purposes, we have not differentiated
between atoms and polyatomic molecules, for the
broadening phenomena to which we have so far devoted
some little attention are equally as applicable to the
latter as to the former. It is really by the appearance of
rotation and vibration spectra that we may diGerentiate
between the polyatomic and monatomic molecule so
that by such a statement we mean that these previous
broadening considerations are properly applicable to
this type spectra as well as to electronic spectra. It was
originally felt by such authors as Kussmann44 and
I.asareff45 and Grasse22 that these theories were not only
applicable but also sufhcient. The intimation that some
different approach to the broadening of rotation-vibra-
tion lines was in order appears to have arisen erst in the
work of Herzberg and Spinks. '7 These investigators
found a decrease of the line width with higher values of
the rotational quantum number J in the near infrared
spectra of HCN. This would surely indicate that
rotation-vibration spectra should be treated differently
than electronic spectra, but this clear indication was
rather clouded when the work of Cornell and watson"
and Herzberg, Spinks, and Katson2~ failed to verify this
variation with J.The hint had been given however, and
it was certainly apparent that the possibility of J width
dependence and other unique molecular phenomena
should be theoretically investigated.
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g. The Directional Effect and Rotational Resonance

In studying broadening phenomena one usually looks
6rst to the molecular or atomic interaction to which we
can attribute responsibility for the broadening in ques-
tion. In molecular broadening an interaction which

plays quite a major role is the directional eGect, a special
case of which is the rotational resenance effect, to which

~e now turn our attention.
Let us specify the dipole moments of two rotators by
and p2 and their separation by R. In this case then,

tpe dipole-dipole interaction leads to the interaction
energy

2 )tii')4o' j.
E(o) = ——

3 R' (2Ji+1)(2Jo+1)

2Az 2A2 ' 2A s 2A
X + +

Jo+1 Ji+1 Jo J'i+1

If the two molecules are identical so that A ~=A 2 and
pi ——)4o Eq. (UI.1) beCOmeS

2 IJ,4I
(E(o))=

3 gi2Re

Ji(J)+1)+Jo(Jo+1)
X (VI.2)(Ji+Jo) (Ji+Jo+2) (Ji—Jo—1)(Ji—Jo+1)

A special case arises when the broadener is in the
ground state, a case for which we shall Qnd specific use:

2py
(E('))= ——— P'~ (00~ or~ Ji'Mi') ('

3 R'2Jo"+1

Jo"+1
xi(Ezi —Eo—2 (Jo"+1)A

(VI.3)
E~i' Eo+2Jo"A &—2A2 ' '2A y 2A2

+ +
Jo+1 Ji Jo Ji

(VI.1)
In passing, let us note a corresponding expression for

the dipole-dipole interaction of two symmetric top
where the J, refer to the lower state, and A, =h'/2I;. molecules possessed of dipoles as given by Carroll':

2 )M4 Ig (Ji+1)'—Eio ' (Jo+1)'—Eo' E2' J'—E'
(E(o))= ———— + +

3 R'h' (Ji+1)(2Ji+1) (Jo+1)(2Jo+1)(Ji+Jo+2) Jo(Jo+1)(Ji+1) Jo(2Jo+1)(Ji—Jo+1) .

+12E22 Jio Eio (Jo—+1)'—Eoo Eg'
+

Ji(J)+1)Jo'(Jo+1)' Ji(2J(+1) (Jo+1)(2Jo+1)(Jo—Ji+1) JA(Jo+1) Jo(2Jo+1)(J)+Jo).
(VI.4)

A consideration of Eq. (VI.2) tells us that a rotational
resonance condition sets in for identical rotators for
~J)—Jo~ =1. Further, Eq. (VI.2) indicates that for
dissimilar dipoles an accidental rotational resonance
condition comes about when J2A2 (Ji+1)141
(Jo+1)Ao——J)A i. For these cases a first-order perturba-
tion energy exists and, must be evaluated.

&he method of evaluation which is applicable here is
&"e variational perturbation treatment. In carrying out
t»s treatment one obtains a determinant of the form,
'ay& Eq. (V.7) whose order is, of course, dependent on
t"e J values involved. This means that no solution for
the general case (any J value, as, for example, is given
y Eq (VI.1)) is obtainable since no such general

sol"tion to the determinant is available. The root-mean. -
q"are value of the erst-order energy perturbation is the

++e «r all determinants, however, and it may be
obtained as

As an example of the specific calculation, if we let
J~=O, J2=1, the perturbation amounts to

1p 2p
g(~) —~

3 R' 3R'
(VI 6)

A further consideration of Eq. (VI.2) sufFices to show
that J~=J2=0 also leads to a rotational resonance
condition, but this case corresponds to the precise
solution:

t' 2)44I' ) "E(') =—1-
(

1+I (. 354R'&
(VI.7)

Equation (VI.7) tells us the first order interaction
energy for two like dipole linear rotators for the case
J&=J2= 0. For large R, the radical in this equation may
be expanded with the result

(2i & J+1
(L,(»]o)y (VI.5)

E3& [(2J+1)(2J+3)g&R' 3A'R'
(VI.8a)
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and for small R Eq. (VI.'I) becomes

E(» ='

&3) Z'
(VI.Sb)

For the resonance case (Ji)0, J2)0, J)=74+1)
Kq. (VI.12) becomes

82 g3 Q4

+ + + . (VI.14a)
g{» g +0) g QO) —jV jV(»

Let us r)ow sketch a resonance development of London
in just enough detail so that the results which we shall
later utilize will be somewhat intelligible, This author
used what we might call an order-of-magnitude tech-
nique to arrive at the secular determinant

I
UT T1+(ET ( )—ET1 —Ey )bT,'TJI —0. (VI.9)

We shall be able to define the new symbols Ev;«) and
ET)t(;(0) after another step in the development.

London considered only the eigenfunction 1/Ji 'QJ~

and the thirteen eigenfunctions with which this eigen-
function may combine, as always, under the influence of
U, thus rendering his treatment an approximate one.

Under these restrictions then, we shall utilize the
eigenfunctions:

PJ MiyJ M4

For large E and IE(»I((IE.
I

(ai 11a os )
E4(E(»)2+I + + IE(» —a42=0 (VI.«h)

EE, E, E3)

whose solution is

rai Q2 84 i 1 $4
E(1)=

I + +
EE1 E2 E4J E' Es

(VI.15)

C. Broadening by Molecules with No Permanent
Poles

Equation (VI.15) gives the first-order perturbation
energy for the rotational resonance case. We note the
comparison with Eq. (VI.6).

Si=)/ Jinni '1/ J2+1
Sg=lPJ1+1 i IPJ +1 ~ Y
S4=4'J1+1 1(l'J2+1

S4=lP J'1—1 it(J'2 —1

S4=$'Ji-1 i tlJJ'2 —1 ~ Y4

S4 =1/JZ1 11/J2-1-
S1=1/JJ1+1 i1/JJg -1
Ss=lPJ'1+1 '+QJ2 —1 ~

tY7—PJ P)M1—1PJ 1M4-)-1

S10= lP J'1—1 iQJ2+1

S12=iPJ1—1 " l//J2+1

(VI.10)

Margenau" initiated the erst attack on the theory of

molecular broadening in 1936. He chose to investigate
the case of broadening by foreign gases which possess no

permanent poles since Watson and Hull" had previously
obtained experimental data on this case. These authors
had investigated the broadening of AlH by H2 and

concluded that all rotation-vibration lines associated
with a particular electronic transition would be broad-
ened by the same amount.

From Eq. (VI.3) we may obtain the perturbation on

the energy of the absorber averaged over all orientations
of the absorber as

A secular determinant results. In addition, we let
Uo;= 0;and from this secular determinant, the equation

peg(»
jv(0 jv& Q(»

follows, where

+ (VI.12)
g(» g g(»

(VI.13)

from which we may define Ev,«) and Ev/, «).
Ev/, «) is in all cases the zeroth-order energies going

with No. Ex;«) are the zeroth-order energies going with
Ni, N2, ~ -, @~2. We may note that the energies associated
with ui, N2, z~3 are the same as are those associated with
e4, N5, u6 and so forth. Thus

A2

Ei ET1 ET/ (J1+22+2)—,etc. (VI.1 1)I

(E(2))— , I(«)o I'1(f/). el'
(VI.16)

3E' ~g E4. Eo+E@ E4, — —

where Q and A refer to absorber and broadener,

respectively.
Ke have stipulated that Eo is the lowest energy of tht'

perturber. This means that Eq—Eo will always b&

positive. In addition we have not allowed this perturb«
a permanent dipole moment. This means that no p«t'
rotational transitions, which amount to the lowest

energy transitions, are possible. Thus the vibratio»i
transitions are the lowest energy allowed.

On the other hand, E(@) E4 may be positive —0(

negative. Consequently (E('&) may be greater thai) «
less than zero so that the spectral line may exhibit ei&h«

a violet or a red asymmetry.
Now where we simply have dealt with a set 0

relatively widely spaced electronic levels in our lrion

tomic considerations, we now also deal with the clos&~

spaced superposed rotation-vibration levels. WhD +'

are considering the visible and ultraviolet portion « t"'
spectrum we may, as an approximation, consider os)'
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If the dipole moment p ='10 '8, the perturbation, given
by Zq. (VI.17) is about 1/20 of that for the electronic
case. Now let us write Zq. (VI.3) as

(E~(»)=
2A

1+
E.' ~ (Eg Ep)—

4(J'+v+1)a'
+ . (VI.18)

(E~—Eo)'

It is apparent from Zq. (VI.22) that the portion of
(Eg&@) which depends on J is very small due to the
appearance of g2 in the numerator and (Eq—Eq) 2 in the
denominator involved.

Margenau carried out his considerations of the eGect
of molecular vibrations in an analogous manner. In this
cRsc wc obtain

(E„(»)=3
PEM~E6

(VI.19)

On the basis of these investigations, wc may conclude
that within the limits of experimental error all rotation-
vibration lines associated with the same electronic
transition shouM show broadening Rnd shift of Rbout th.c
same degree when the broadening agent is a nonpolar
molecule. In addition these lines should be RGected by
foreign perturbers almost ill the manner of the corre-
sponding monatomic lines under similar circumstances.

As Katsongo has noted "dispersion forces"—the type
considered —also appear to predominate in the self-
broadening of nonpolar molecular lines. Were the normal
resonance forces between like monatomic molecules
present, we would not normally expect this to be the
ease, but the closely spaced rotational levels of the
polyatomic molecule render this predominance reason-
able. As we have noted, the rotational levels specified
by, say, just J are comparatively closely spaced
energywise. As a consequence a Maxwell-Boltzmann
temperature distribution of molecules over these levels
will not lead to the preferentia1 population of the

the electronic contributions to E{g))—E~—they surely
constitute the largest ones—and merely let the rotation-
vibration levels superposed upon them amount to
degeneraeies accounted for by a summation in Eq.
(VI.20). It follows that the result will closely correspond
to that for monatomic molecules,

In order to consider the possible cGeet of molecular
rotation let us approximate our absorber by a rigid
rotator of dipole moment p, . Now I is usually of the
order of j.0 '0, and, with h of the order of j.0 "wc see
that A will be small compared to Eg—Eo when the
perturber has no permanent dipole, When A is neglected
Zq. (VI.3) becomes

2 p ((.r)„(
(E~») =——P' = —— — (VI 17)3J" & E~—Eo

monatomic case, and they will be more equally divided.
among many levels. On the other hand, thc allowed J
change in transition is generally limited to &1 or 0 so
that the probability of energy exchange with the re-
sultant degeneracy is severely restricted. In toto, then,
this resonance effect would not appear to be primarily
responsible for self-broadening, and we may safely look
to these dispersion forces as broadening agents for non-
polar molecules. This conclusion had been verihed for
the case of methane by Childs, ' Dennison and. Ingram, "
and Vedder and Mecke, "for atmospheric pressure and
above, and for the case of acetylene by Hed6eld and
Mecke, '4 Herzberg and Spinks, "Lochte-Holtgreven and
Eastwood, "and McKellar and Bradley" for atmospheric
prcssure.

We have broadened molecular lines by nonpolar
xnolecules, and it wouM appear a logical next step to
broaden these lines by polar molecules.

D. Qualitative Zxplanationa of Broadening
by Dipole Molecules

It is to the directional CGcct of Sec. B that we may
look for an explanation of the relatively large, J-
dependent broadening CGects due to dipole broadeners.

To begin with we must hypothesize unpolarizable
(rigid) dipoles, and we recall from Sec. B that (1) the
intermolecular forces are relatively weak except when
the near resonance condition,

~
J~—J'2~ (2 or 3, set in

and (2) the lowest rotational state is most strongly
influenced by other molecules in the lowest of neigh-
boring states.

The lower state J»" we take as other than the lowest
rotational state so that we can concern ourselves with
(1). As has been mentioned, the rotational levels lie
suKciently close together so that a thermal distribution
over them may be expected. Suppose J»" to designate a
level near the maximum of this thermal distribution.
Then a much greater number of perturbcrs can be
expected to fulfill the condition j

Jq"—J~"
~
(2 or 3 than

would be the ease were the J»" level to be found toward
the wings of this thermal distribution. Since the upper
level will also enter into the line broadening one cannot
say more as yet than that those most intense lines
arising from J levels near the maximum of the thermal
distribution should be broadened more than the re-
mainder of the lines of the band.

In regard to (2) this indicates that a greater broaden-
ing of the line arising from the lowest rotational level is
to be expected, but only under certain conditions. At
normal temperatures, the thermal distribution should,
not populate levels lying near J»"=0 very highly so that
the effect may not be very pronounced. As the tempera-
ture is lowered, however, these low level populations will
increase and wc should expect to sec an increase in the
broadening of the linc with J»"=0 over neighboring
spectral lines. It might be noted also that due to
"greater Qexibility downward" a violet asymmetry 'in

this line may be expected.
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We now devote ourselves to Margenau and Warren' s
more quantitative consideration of the broadening
effected by dipole interactions.

E. Statistical Broadening by Symmetrical
Top Dipole Molecules

For our two interacting molecules we choose two
identical symmetrical rotators each possessed of a per-
manent electric dipole moment p, oriented along the
molecular figure axis. The interaction potential between
the two rotators is again given by Eq. (VI.1) where now
p»=p2=p. The eigenfunctions for this system are the
familiar product functions for sufFicient separation R. U
is not dependent on the Kulerian angle y so that E»"
=E»' and E2"=E2' under the aegis of U, and the
matrix of U is diagonal in E» and E2 as a consequence.

After a reasonable amount of mathematical manipula-
tion one obtains

(M+M2"
i

U
(
Mi'M2')

E»E2

R' Ji(Ji+1)A(J2+1)

)& (—2M i"Mg"8 (Mi'Mi") 8 (M2'M2")

[(Ji Ml +1)(Ji+Ml ) (J2 M2 )

&& (Jr+My"+1)]~8(Mi, Mi 1)6(M2, M2 +1)
~-', [(J,+M,"—1)(Ji—Mi") (J2—Mg"+1)

)& (J2+Mg")]*8(Mi', Mi"+1)

)&8(M2', M2"—1)}. (VI.20)

would all be zero so that the effect considered wouM not
take place.

Insofar as second-order effects are concerned, we cer-
tainly are aware that they will depend on the inverse
sixth power of the molecular separation. In addition
Margenau and Warren felt that for finding those regions
in which the first order perturbations predominate,
London's second-order results for diatomic molecules
shouM be sufFicient. Under these assumptions a limiting
range of about 7A for the predominance of the forces
which we have considered was imposed by these authors.

The root-mean-square energy perturbation may be
obtained as

Now surely a reasonable approximation to the half-
width arising from these considerations may be expected
if we equate a to

iR',Z,
i

E3& [Ji(Ji+1)J~(J2y1)]l

in order to obtain the half-width

(VI.23)
3 h &3i h[J, (Ji+1)Jg(J~+1)]l

for the statistical resu)t.
It is true, of course, that we have here found the level

width while we are really desirous of the spectral line
width. The level here (J&R'iJgE2) would have to be

From Eq. (VI.20) it is apparent that the first-order
perturbation energy does not disappear. The secular
determinant breaks into blocks, with identical blocks
symmetrical about the secondary diagonal. Thus every
root of this determinant will be a double root so that
general equation describing the level splitting due to
this interaction is not to be found, but an idea as to the
maximum splitting may be obtained, and the example
of a special case may be presented.

We may write down from Eq. (VI.20) the double root
which lies at either end of the principal diagonal and
where J»=M» and Jg ——Mg.

il iilkli

J"- K =l

J=K=I

E»Eg
jV(»)—

R' (Ji+1)(J2+1)
(VI.21)

J= K-"I

Figure 16 illustrates the level splitting with the ro-
tator separation E. and the magnetic quantum number
M for the special case J»=X»= 2, J2'=E2'= 1 for the
upper state and J» ——IC» ——1, J2"——E2"——1 for the lower
state.

Let us finally remark that since E=0 for a spherical
top rotator, the matrix elements of U in Eq. (VI.20)

FIG. 16. The Rotational levels of the symmetric top rotator
are split due to the dipole interaction. (After Margenau and
Warren. ")
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considered in conjunction with another possible level
(J1~1, 0; E(~1, 0; J2E2). One may perhaps consider
the X& and J& appearing in Eq. (VI.23) as the mean of
the quantum numbers for the two states.

We might conclude by noting that the effect as given
by Eq. (UI.23) is around 20 times as weak as the self-
broadening effect in monatomic resonance lines.

The results of this theory were born out order of
magnitude wise by Cornell's results. "
F. Broadening by the Linear Dipole Molecule HCN

The 6rst attempt at a rigorous theoretical interpreta-
tion of the self-broadening of the absorption lines of a
linear dipole molecule was carried out by Lindholm, "
for the HCN molecule. In essence Lindholm used the
energy perturbations due to the directional and reso-
nance sects within the framework of the simple
interruption theory to determine the broadening of the
HCN lines in a manner which we now consider.

According to the simple interruption theory the half-
width of the lines for a heterogeneous gas containing X~,
molecules with optical collision diameters pi, E2 with
diameters p2, etc.

6=(v) Q &U,pP (VI.24)

if all molecules are of the same mass, thus allowing a
common (v).f/). Let us consider the necessity for
introducing Eq. (VI.24).

From Lindholm's experimental results, it is quite
apparent that a marked dependence on J is present in
the line width. In the interruption theory, this can only
come about through some variation in X and p with J~
(the absorber J value) and J2 (the perturber J value).
-Thus, we hypothesize a dependence of p on J~ and J2
which a little consideration immediately bears out. To
begin with a frequency perturbation hv= b/8' (which is
brought about by the directional effect

~
J(—J2~ W1) or

hv=B/E' (due to the resonance effect
~
J~—Ju~ =1)

leads to the optical collision diameter

or

(3'b)"'
E 4 (v))

(4~By ~

4 (s) )

(VI.25a)

(VI.25b)

respectively.
This then is at least a part of the general manner in

which p may depend on J& and J2, and let us now
speci6cize this into usefulness. Lindholm dealt only
with the I' branches (hJ= —1) of the two HCN bands
which he considered. Insofar as the vibrational quantum
numbers involved are concerned v~"= v2"=0. We now
let

Frequency perturbation:

(VI.27a)

3z'b 1 4mB 1
)f2m6vdt =-—& —= 1. (VI.27b)

4(v) p' (~) p'

Case (2): Directional in ground and resonance in upper
(6=0, —2).

Same as Case (1).
Case (3):Directional effect in both states (all other d,).

Frequency perturbation:

Av= b/R'

3m' b
p=

4 (v)

(VI.28a)

(VI.28b)

In, cases (1) and (2) p may be found as roots of Eq.
(VI.27b), in particular there will be roots p+ for the
repulsive case (positive sign) and p for the attractive
case (negative sign). In all cases of multiple roots p the
highest valued root will be taken as significant. Further
we shall suppose there to be equal amounts of resonance
repulsion and attraction so that for p' from Eq. (VI.27b)
we shall write p+'+p '/2. Now the p values furnished by
the three possible sets of physical conditions may be
substituted into Eq. (UI.24) with the result

8 —2 2((v))'l' P P,.w&1V,+((t) P 3j (VI 29)
2 2

Let us first consider the directional effect contribu-
tions. Lindholm approximated Eq. (VI.2) for this case
by the expression

p4I
Ezgz2('~ =—

E' 3h'(LV —1)
(VI.30)

which he noted is asymptotic for large J, exact for
J(——J2, 86% of the correct value for J(——1, J2——3, and
92% of the correct value for J&——2, J2=4.

We obtain b for Eq. (VI.29) from Eq. (VI.30) as

E'
[g~ .~ i(2) E~~ir~2i. (2&j

h

for the upper state since we consider only the I' branch.
6 is now a convenient parameter for the determination
of the type eGect to be considered, and leads to three
cases.

Case (1):Resonance effect in ground state and direc-
tional in upper (d = +1).

so that
(VI.26a)

J," J,'= J," (J,"—1)=L+1—(UI.26b)—

4X'p4I

3h' (8+1)'—1 6'—1
(VI.31)

'f/) Lindholm defines (v) as the mean relative velocity. according to Eqs. (VI.26).
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In order to And X;a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
of the molecules over the rotational levels is assumed and
the 6rst term in Eq. (VI.29) now becomes

~4&4+1~ »~

(&~))
3h' )

"»5
ZVJ'2 (VI.32)

zm=o (6+1)'—1 lP —1

some resonating upper vibrational state. Corre-
sponding to each of London's matrix elements U;= U0;
there are now two matrix elements. As an example, to U1
there correspond

Uoi= Ui'=~ 4z+i lb (1)

XPz 'UP~+2 '0 (1)4~+i 9"(2)do (VI36a)

J'2=0

where the prime on the summation sign decrees the
dropping of those J2 values for which 6=&1, 0, —2

(resonance efFect).
Lindholm found it necessary to use the first twenty or

thirty terms in the sum.
We first consider the case of both molecules in the

ground state with 6=&1.For the vibrational quantum
numbers, the same Eq. (VI.19) is valid as it stands.
London has evaluated a1, u~, and a3 and Lindholm
evaluated a4 so that Eq. (VI.15) becomes

x'p, 4I j p,
'

g(1)
6h' R' 2.52 R'

(VI.33)

Equation (VI.33) then gives the first order inte-raction

energy for this resonance condition, in the lower state
(Case 1). Equations (VI.27) must now be solved for )o.

In Eq. (VI.27b) 8 is simply given by the coefficient of

R ~ in Eq. (VI.33), but b presents a slightly different

case. Since in the upper state, we have the directional

effect taking place, b„pp will be given by the coefficient

of R 'in Eq. (VI.30). On the other hand, the resonance
effect of the lower state furnishes bl,„„which is the
coeflicient of the R ' term in Eq. (VI.33). Finally

~upper ~lower (VI.34)

The values of 8 and 5 thus obtained may now be used

in Eq. (VI.27b) to yield p values which when properly
utilized in Eq. (VI.29) yield

E
be=(s)

X Ups~2 'f, (1)/a+i 'g„(2)do (V.I.36b)

I.et us look at Eqs. (VI.36) rather carefully since
some important physical phenomena are inferred by
them. The rotational resonance condition

~
Ji—J2~ =1

is fulfilled by all four two-molecule eigenfunctions. In
Eq. (VI.36a) the individual vibrational quantum num-

bers remain the same for both system state functions
appearing in the matrix element. Equation (VI.36b)
presents a different case, however. In this matrix
element, the vibrational quantum number for molecule
one changes from ~ to n' under the aegis of U while the
vibrational quantum number for molecule two changes
from v' to v. Thus, one or more quanta of vibrational
energy are exchanged in this process, and resonance in
the sense of Chapter V sets in. It seems important to
clearly diGerentiate between this exchange type reso-
nance and the rotational type of Eq. (VI.2). Perhaps
this type differentiation is not too satisfactory for

~
Ji—J2~ =1 also implies an exchange in that the two

molecules may exchange one quantum of rotational
energy between themselves. The semantics of the situa-
tion should hardly trouble us, however, if we have a
clear picture of the physical phenomena involved. In
order to determine one of the reasons for neglecting
exchange resonance, the portions of Eqs. (VI.36) per-
taining to vibration may be written as

& '=)~P (&)~A'o)& fk" (2)~)"(&)d =~'F&3)H)

U, i"=JIQ, (1)pip, (1)do) p„(2)@gal„l(2)do. (VI.37b)

Xfu)zpi7. 71X10 i4+u)z i5.95X10 "]. (VI.35)

Finally Case (2) remains to be investigated, and we

introduce a vibrating rotator whose moments of inertia
are dependent on the vibrational state. In correspond-

ence with the uo of Eq. (VI.14) let us take

uo' ——g&+& )p„(1)f~ Q, .(2)

and now there will be twenty-four additional eigen-

functions of this form which may combine with this one—we assume that e is the ground vibrational state and

Equation (VI.37a) tells us that U = U;, London's
matrix elements. Equation (VI.37b) is proportional to
the intensity of the rotation-vibration band involved.
For the bands which Lindholm considered, the intensity
is very low which means that Eq. (VI.37b) will be
small. This in turn will cause Eq. (VI.36b) to be small

which allows us to neglect the exchange resonance.
Another consideration leads to the weakness of exchange
resonance. The dispersion f value enters this resonance

broadening as we have seen in Chapter V. In this case,
we divide the dispersion f value for a monatomic
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transition among myriads of rotation-vibration levels.
The net result of all this is a further decrease in the
exchange resonance effect which we now proceed to
neglect. This Ineans that we are again only concerned
with the twelve matrix elements of Eq. (VI.36a).

A calculation similar to the one leading to Eq. (VI.14)
results in

g'p4I 284m'p'I 4@4
jWU = ~ jV, ~ jV42+ +

3h'ge 3k'E' 6E~
(VI.39)

where e; is again given by Eq. (VI.13).This equation is
of solution

3x2b 3m2 g ~4IJ,4I
-(&upper —ho „)=—

8 h'
(VI.40)

It is again necessary to solve Eq. (VI.27b) for p.
In his erst paper on the subject Lindholm concluded

that 8 contributed little to the optical collision diameter
so that he neglected the resonance contribution in this
case. This small contribution would indicate that a
sharp resonance is required for e8ect. This sharpness is
reduced by the variation of the rotational constant for

in which the term in R "under the radical has been
dropped.

The second term within the curly braces in Eq.
(VI.39) gives us b„»,„. b~, „is again obtained from
Eq. (VI.30), from which
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the two states since this variation will in turn cause a
variation in the rotational level separations for the two
vibrational states.

Lindholm then obtained the Case (2) contribution as
the additional directional effect contribution

S
() =(()) [r()g4.78 X 10—'4+r()g, 3.43X10—'4] (VI.41)

J'=0

with the mg dehned as before.
The total half-width is now the sum of Eqs. (VI.32),

(VI.39), and (VI,35). Figure 17 gives the individual

directional and resonance effect contributions as well as
the sum of the total directional effect plus the resonance
effect. Figure 18 gives the individual directional effect
contributions as well as the sum of the total directional
and resonance effects. Figures 19, 20, and 21 simply give

the total predicted widths in comparison with Lindholm's

observed widths.
In a later paper Lindholm" concluded that his ap-

proximation, Eq. (VI.41), was not sufficient and that
Eq. (VI.27b) in. conjunction with Eq. (VI.39) and

(VI.40) should be utilized for a numerical calculation of

p for each J value. This has the eGect of raising the plot
of Eq. (VI.41) in Fig. 17 0.06 cm ' for J=2, 0.12 cm—(

for J=5, 0.11 cm ' for J=10, 0.05 cm ' for J=16, and
0.02 cm ' for J=20.

Lindholm also carried out an investigation similar to
that of HCN for the HCl molecule. Although his results

are rather impressive, the general method of their
obtention is precisely the same. Thus, since we have

rather thoroughly investigated this method, we shall

content ourselves with having mentioned the HCl
investigation.

simple interruption theory, Bleaney determines the
half-widths as proportional to 3 [E'/(J'+J)]l. Al-

though a cursorily satisfactory agreement between
theory and experiment was thus obtained, Margenau"
has made a telling point which casts more than a little
doubt on the meaningfulness of this agreement.

In order that this interruption approach succeed in
explaining the broadening, it was found necessary that
an interaction energy (corresponding to a minimum
collision-defining separation) of around twice the in-
version doublet level separation be used. In suggesting
this, the theory implies that the molecule could go right
on absorbing when the perturbation is larger than the
unperturbed level separation, even resulting in a nega-
tive frequency. This appears a bit dificult to accept.

Margenau thus decided to use the interaction between
two symmetric dipole rotators in conjunction with his
statistical theory to account for this broadening. His
results were in good agreement with those of experi-
ment, but, equally important, they were based on
tenable theoretical assumptions.

In carrying out the requisite calculation Margenau
did not use any of his previous results but worked the
entire problem through to obtain an answer which we
shall obtain by multiplying Eq. (VI.23)—which should
be applicable —by the square root of m.. We do not repeat
the Margenau development since it is a repetition of the
obtention of the statistical theory and the root-mean-
square energy perturbation. The result is

(2~) & p,
' E)E2

(VI.42)( 3 ) & [J)(J)+1)J2(J2+1)]'

Finally the average value of the involved combination
of perturber quantum numbers over a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution is taken

G. An Application of Symmetric Top Dipole
Broad.ening. Ammonia

The development of microwave spectroscopic tech-

niques in recent years has naturally led to a quickened
interest on the part of many investigators in pure
rotational spectra a~d the line broadening particular to
these spectra. In this and the next several sections we

shall consider some of the theories which have been

advanced in recent years aimed directly at microwave

broadening effects or at microwave and infrared effects.

Bleaney and Penrose' have furnished the microwave

field with some excellent results on the widths of the
ammonia inversion lines. Some of the results of their

experiments are contained in Fig. 22. Bleaney' used an
interruption type approach to this broadening under the

assumption that the disturbing ammonia molecule

causes a certain perturbation of the absorbing ammonia

molecule due to the field of its dipole. A collision is

declared as having occurred at a certain separation or
interaction energy, and, under an application of the

(Jt2Jp(Jg+1))

[J~ ~ (J 2+J )]g (J2E &)g
E(J21C2) / g r—

g(J~g )~ E(J2K2)lkr-
J2E2

(VI.43)

In Eq. (VI.43) the E(J&E'&), are the symmetric
rotator energies. The g(J~E~) are the statistical weights

= K/g J(J+ 1.)o.2 o.e o.6 o.e

FIG. 22. The line width of the NH3 inversion line as a function of
rotational quantum number. (After Margenau. ')
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of the levels. Smith7' has carried out the calculation
indicated by Eq. (VI.43) to obtain 0.54 for 7= 20'C.
For ammonia p= 1.44X10 "esu. On this basis Margenau
obtained the result

-=1.13X10 '

EI
X- cm ' (mm Hg) '@20'C, (VI.44)

P,(Xi+1)]'*

and the straight line in Fig. 22 yields the results of

applying this equation.
This then is Margenau's low pressure (and the theory

has not here developed for any but low pressures) result
for ammonia inversion lines, and its success for this case
is manifestly apparent from Fig. 22. Some of the
modifications which higher pressures invoke will become
apparent in Margenau's more refined treatment of
interactions between potential hill molecules which we
consider next.

H. Interactions between Linear Vibrators
with Mirror Potentials

The shift to the red with increase of pressure of the
NH3 inversion line, which had recently been observed, 4 "
provoked the Margenau investigation" of the phe-
nomenon which we shall now consider. First let us note
that in applying the term "linear" to NH3 (or other
mirror potential molecules) we simply wish to imply
that the mirror potential of the molecule is a function
only of the separation of the N atom from the H plane.

Now two interacting molecules of this type are to be
considered. Margenau has carried out a variational
perturbation calculation which details the sects of such

an interaction. The treatment need not be given, but the
results, which are rather informative, can be gleaned by
a consideration of Fig. 23. On this figure the two
frequencies, into which our inversion frequency has
split by virtue of the interaction, are given by 61 and

The probabilities —which correspond to the in-
tensities —associated with these two frequencies also
appear on the figure and are indicated as mz and mii.
These four results of the Margenau calculation are
plotted as functions of the inversion doublet separation.
The parameter A is proportional to E. '. From this figure
then we may gather that the binary interaction between
two such mirror potential molecules splits the inversion
line into two components, the most intense of which is
shifted by the greatest amount.

The interaction between three molecules with mirror
potentials was next considered by Margenau using a
variational perturbation technique, and we have indi-
cated the results in Fig. 24. The inversion line has been
split into four components of which we have indicated
only three since the fourth is of such low intensity as to
be not reasonable of display. We might remark that the
dominant intensity (frequency-wise) is more strongly so
than was the case for the two molecule interaction and
becomes dominant more rapidly with A. Further, the
frequency shifts much more rapidly with A than does
the dominant frequency in the binary encounter. The
trend with higher orders of interaction appears to be
apparent then and, we might add, in the proper direc-
tion. Thus, this study would indicate that as the pres-
sure increases we may no longer accept the binary
approximation as a reasonable one. I,et us now consider
the low pressure case further.

Under the assumption that the resonance frequency
could be approximated by the mean frequency, as given
by h(v) = ~zd r+wrzDrr and that Margenau obtained for
the shifted frequency

Since
(v) =' vo(1 —A.'). (UI.45)

2p 2p, 'Ã

(El +2)R El E2
='0.6p

where p is the ammonia pressure in atmospheres,
Ei—Eg='0.8 cm ' a=1.44X10 "and the temperature
is taken as O'C, Eq. (VI.45) becomes

(v) = vo(1 —0.36p'). (VI.46)

FIG. 23. The splitting and shifts of the NH3 inversion line due
to the binary interaction. Intensities are indicated. (After
Margenau. 61)

vrz = vo(1 —0.6p) (VI.4/)

and this may be compared with the experimental results.

This can only be expected to hold at low pressures
since (a) it has been obtained under the assumption of a
binary collision or a two particle interaction and (2) the
factor A has been assumed as small. The "dominant"
frequency may also be written approximately for low
pressures from the binary theory as
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0
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the microwave the situation changes, however, since the
levels between which the contemplated transitions take
place move closer and closer together. It follows quite
readily that a distortion of these levels may be sufhcient
to bring about a change of state of the emitter. YVhen
the collision causes such a change then we have, of
course, experienced a nonadiabatic collision. As a result
of all this we can see that, although the adiabatic
collision assumption may be a reasonable one in the
visible region, it becomes less and less so as we progress
into the microwave region. This theory of Anderson's'
to which we now propose to devote some little con-
sideration, treats nonadiabatic collisions, since it was
written for application to the long wavelength transi-
tions of the microwave and infrared regions.
+'We begin by making the assumption of a classical
path. For all save electrons this is a reasonable approxi-
mation. %e then arrive at the equation for the intensity:

I(co) = constco4Tr Y,~t dte'"'p, (t)

XJ) dt e "I (f)'"(VL.48)

which has a somewhat familiar appearance. In essence a
quantum mechanical solution of this equation for the
line shape, line width, and line shift under certain rather
standard interruption assumptions constitute the resi-
due of the theory.

First the matter of obtaining Eq. (VI.48) must be
considered, and we shall simply accept the replacement
of the classical Fourier expansion for the dipole moment

by an operator and the quantum averaging of the result
over a density matrix.

Letting ~lp(t)~j=~IU 'poU~), we then perform a few
familiar matrix operations which transform Eq. (VI.48)
into the correlation function form:

I

.6
F/Q. 24. The splittings of the NH3 inversion line due to the three

particle interaction. (After Margenau. ") && expLi(s& —uq, )t"1pq, (t") (VI.49a)

I. Anderson's Line Broadening Theory

%e have made some mention of the adiabatic collision
approximation in our considerations of Chapters II and

IV, and some additional comments on this subject
appear to be necessary here. I et us suppose we are
simply considering nondegenerate states which are
distorted after some fashion by the collision interaction
between broadener and emitter. Now in the optical
region of the spectrum the separation of the energy
levels of the emitter is so great that it is highly unlikely

that this collision interaction will so distort the levels—
energy-wis= as to eGectively put the atom into another

state. As we progress out into the infrared and thence to

&& (~ IT(&) I &) (& I w I ~)

. (&I+ '«") ld)(&Idol~)(~l ~(t") lo) (VI 49b)

The assumption to be made is that the time between
collisions is much greater than the time of coHision.

This assumption when applied to a consideration of the
matrix elements of ~(UO 'HyUp~) leads one to the con-
clusion that these matrix elements and hence Eq.
(VI.62b) disappear unless

(VI.50)
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We specify the density matrix by a typical matrix
element as

(22ITftl222)tl g exp( —E /kT)/

In evaluating Eqs. (VI.57) the assumption of a
minimum distance of approach —what we might refer to
as a cut-oG distanc- is introduced. Finally, one obtains

P g„exp( —E„/kT). (VI.51)
S=Si+S2 (VI.58a)

We now suppose that different types (this means
collisions of different optical collision diameter and
direction) of collisions are designated by diferent values
of 0.. The probability that a collision will occur during
the time interval dt" and lie in the type range dg is given

p(do in dt") =Nodadt" . (VI.52)

Next ff, rp(f") is averaged over these collisions as

where
0'= 0'r+20'e.

(VI.54a)

(VI.54b)

In order to obtain the intensity distribution in the
broadened spectral line we substitute Eqs. (VI.54a) in
Eqs. (VI.49):

gJ~ M&My

Ee(r„
X (VI.SS)

(to orf,+cavo;)2+—(Svo,)2

From Eq. (VI.SS) we may obtain the line half-width
and shift as

(VI.56a)

E~
D= r;.

2'
(VI.56b)

It would appear that were 0. in a form which was
amenable to calculation the problem would be essentially
solved, and indeed this remains the major step to the
solution. Now

(VI.57a)0=p(J2I Y
I
J2)of 2

and we may write 0-J2 as

oz2 —— I 22.pdpS(p),
~0

(UI.57b)

and rp(&"+d&") and 22(f") may be obtained by utilizing
an isotropic collision assumption.

The solution of this equation is

Si(p) =i
(2Et+1) (2J2+1)

(JfMr J2M2I PI JfMf J2M2)
X (UI.58b)

(2Jf+1)(2J2+1)

(J,M,J,M, IP I J,M;J,M,)
S2(P)outer= 2

2r;2fr (2J;+1)(2J2+1)

(JfMfJ2M2IP'I jfMf J2M'2)
X (VI.58c)

(2Jf+1)(2J2+1)

S2 (p) middle
M M'Mf J2'
Mf'M2M2'

(Jf1MfMI Jf1J2M2)(jf1Mf Ml Jf1JtM;)
X

(2j';+1)(2J2+1)

where

so that

X (JfMf J2M2IPI JfM f J2 M2)

~ (J;M J2'M2'I PI JeMej2M2), (VI.58d)

p+Ce

II V,ll-illa. llll V, lldf (VI.58e)
A~ „

S2 (P) =S2 (P)outer+ S2 (P)middle. (VI.59)

Let us notice that Si(p) contributes only toward line
shift while the $2(p) contributes only to line breadth,
not that these facts should prove startling.

As has been the case with the varied and sundry
theories which we have considered, the theory breaks
down for small values of p. This transpires in the
following manner. B, depends —for the dipole-dipole
interaction which is the only one which Anderson
considered$$$ —on f ' in first order and r ' in second
order. This means that for sufficiently small r, P will

become as large as you like. The expansion of S in
terms of P, Eq. (VI.58a), is only valid, however, for
small P. Thus does the theory, through S, break down
for small p. Anderson treats this in a manner which we

may now detail.
To begin with we assume that for very small values of

p the collisions are so strong that they terminate the
radiation by causing the molecule to proceed to some
diferent nondegenerate state or when the molecule
remains in the same state they result in an arbitrary
phase shift that averages to zero. In either case then

f$$ Tsao and Curnutte ' have also considered dipole-quadrupole
where S(P) is a trace which is being averaged over all ~up ~uagrupo[e ~uadrupofe j„teractfoa wfthf„ the fra~eworg of
possible optical collision diameters p. the Anderson theory.
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S(p) contains only the first term, unity so that while

S,(p) is given by Eq. (VI.76) values of p greater than p&

where S2(pi)=1, it is simply given by one for lesser
values of p.

Anderson also tried two other approximations for

S(p), namely

S~, (p) = 1 —cos(—2S2(p))'*

Sq, (p) = 1—exp( —2S2(p)).

These three possibilities for 52 are illustrated in

Fig. 25 and we might note here that Anderson found the
best agreement with experiment to arise from 5~~.

Several applications of this theory have been made, in

general with a good measure of success. In some of these
application was made of the dipole-dipole interaction
which Anderson considered while in others the dipole-

quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions,
which Tsao and Curnutte have studied, was applied. Our
approximations here have mainly concerned themselves

with (1) the classical path, (2) collision duration very
short compared to intercollision time, (3) binary colli-

sions. Approximation. (2) is perhaps the least justifiabl, e

of the three except at quite low pressures. From our
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